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Veteran’s Day
Once known as Armistice Day, which 

dates to World War I, when the Armistice 
was signed on the 11th hour of the 11th 
day of the 11th month.

This year you will hear the story of 
Eugene P. Moran. 

Eugene was born July 17, 1924 in Scott 
Township, Crawford, Wisconsin. He 
enlisted in the U.S. Army Air Corps in 
Madison, WI on October 21, 1942.

He served as a B-17 flying fortress Tail 
Gunner with the 8th Army Air Corps, 
stationed in England, and he flew five 
bombing missions. 

On November 29, 1943 while on a 
bombing mission 28,000 feet above Sand 
bostel, Germany near Bremen. The tail 
section of the plane he was in was shot 
completely off by enemy fire. With severe 
gun shot wounds and a bullet-riddled 
parachute he road the tail section down 
at the rate of 100 feet per second; and he 
survived the descent, but sustained a 
crushed skull when the tail section hit a 
tree before crashing to the ground.

His life was saved by a Serbian doctor, 
also a POW, who surgically repaired his 
head wounds, after which he became a 
prisoner of war for almost 18 months. 
Incarcerated in POW camps in Prussia, 
and Poland, he survived solitary confine-
ment, relocation on a “Hell Ship” on the 
Baltic Sea, and participated in a 600 mile 
forced march from early February to late 
April 1945 in one of the harshest Winters 
on record.

He was liberated on April 26, 1945 at 
Bitterfelt, Germany, and was discharged 
on December 1, 1945 holding the rank 
of Staff Sergeant. He was awarded two 
Purple Hearts, the Air Medal with Gold 
Leaf Cluster. The European Theater 
Medal and a Good Conduct Medal.

Eugene Moran was a member of a fam-
ily whose roots began in County Mayo. 
The great grandfather was born in Co. 
Mayo in 1836, and married Ellen Henry 
who was from Roscommon. They were 
married in St. Louis, Missouri. He died 
in 1906 in Soldier’s Grove, (population 
about 563) Crawford County Wisconsin.

The Moran family emigrated to the 
United States in 1860. They traveled up 
the Mississippi River, and landed at Prai-

rie du Chien, 
Wisconsin. Sol-
dier ’s Grove, 
Wisconsin is 
about halfway 
between Prai-
rie du Chien 

and LaCrosse. This tiny town sits on the 
banks of Kickapoo River.

St. Phillips Catholic Church is located 
in Soldier’s Grove, where many genera-
tions of the Moran family have been bap-
tized, confirmed, and ultimately buried 
in the graveyard there.

After returning from the war, Gene 
Moran led a full life. He got married and 
he and his wife, Margaret, had a family 
of 9 children. In October, 2007 Gene re-
ceived the prestigious, Veteran’s Lifetime 
Achievement Award from the Wisconsin 

County for 40 years. He is now retired.
Ireland 1916
While World War I was still going on 

in Europe, on November 18th the Battle 
of the Somme ended in France after 141 

wrestling match.
Please let us know if you were ever 

groped by Donald Trump.
If you are to the left of Whoopie Gold-

berg, you are off the charts! Whoopsie 
said, “hold your nose and vote for Hill-
ary if you are a Republican, and vote 
down ballot for Republicans and main-
tain control of the House and Senate.

Not a bad suggestion considering that 
two or three Supreme Court Justices may 
be appointed in the next few years.

Goodbye Tim GunninG
I’m sad to say Tim has passed away. 

Tim loved being Irish and he loved the 
Irish American Heritage Center.

I first met him in the 1990’s, he was 
one of the zaniest characters you ever 
met. Green coveralls cut off at the knee, 
embroidered with leprechauns. He wore 
one green shoe and one orange shoe. He 
would offer his left hand to shake and he 
always had a kiss for the ladies.

Tim was generous to a fault. During 
my time as President of the IAHC, a 
women conned us out of some money 
using a well thought out sob story. After 
we found out what went on I became 
skeptical. Soon, another woman called 
the Center down on her luck. i asked Tim 
to go see her to find out if she was legit. 
As it turned out, her story was true. Tim 
bought her a large supply of groceries 
and paid her rent out of his own pocket.

Tim was a Navy man, I believe a Lieu-
tenant Commander. He was in charge of 
the Brig that the U.S. Navy operates at 
the U.S. Marine Corp Naval Station in 
Miramar, San Diego.

Say a prayer for Tim, I’m sure he has 
already confounded St. Peter with the 
left-handed handshake.

Below are the arrangements for Tim’s 
Remembrance.

Old St. Patrick’s Church: November 
6th Mass of Remembrance 12:30 candle 
lighting and 1:00 p.m. Mass we will 
honor Tim as well as all those we have 
lost this last year at this mass in the 
meantime and then on April 21st Memo-
rial Mass 10:00 a.m. Tim Gunning with 
his 4 children

Notes of Condolence to Tim’s Four 
Children: Timothy Gunning Jr.

16787 Beach Boulevard, Huntington 
Beach, California 92647

Peter Gunning, p.o. box 49332
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80949
Mary Lynn Haslett, 509 east 5th street 

#2B, New York, New York 10009
Nancy Lee Gunning-Sluby, 39 Poplar 

Street, Ramsey, New Jersey 07446

Eugene Moran
Board of Veteran’s affairs.

Gene was a life member of American 
Legion Post 220, in Soldier’s Grove. He 
served 10 terms as Post Commander 
and also served as Post Adjutant. He 
also served as Service Officer, Vice Com-
mander and Chaplain. He was a life 
member of Disabled Veteran Americans, 
and American Ex POW’s.

This unbelievable man served for 12 
years on the Crawford Board of County 
Supervisors, 20 years as Chief of the 
Soldier’s Grove Volunteer Fire Depart-
ment, and 22 years as a charter member 
of the Soldier’s Grove Rescue Squad. He 
was a member of the St. Phillip’s Parish 
counsel, and Lord knows what else. 
What a life!

Next time somebody takes a knee dur-
ing our National Anthem, they should 
be compelled to read the life story of 
Eugene Moran.

I had a long conversation with Jerry 
Moran, who was Eugene Moran’s neph-
ew. Jerry served as Sheriff of Crawford 

Tim Gunning
days. There were thousands of Irish ca-
sualties who were fighting in the British 
Army. More than one million men were 
killed or wounded, making it one of the 
bloodiest battles in history.

My childhood friend, Jim Mulroy’s 
grandfather who was from Co. Mayo, 
died in the battle. 

One of our relatives from the Boyle 
family, Pvt. William O’Boyle, serving 
with the Irish Guards, died on November 
2, 1917. He is buried in St. Sever Cem-
etery, Rouen, France. He was the son of 
Terrence and Kathryn O’Boyle, Gullan 
House, Ballybunion, County Kerry.

Republicans
The House Republican’s “holier than 

thou” attitude just doesn’t fly. As my 
mother used to say, “butter would melt 
in their mouths.” They all ran for the 
exit when the Clinton campaign dug up 
the tape with Trump’s so called “locker 
room” talk. The offensive word that he 
used is spoken a lot more commonly 
than you would believe. Since nobody 
could substantiate any of the claims 
about women being groped, apparently 
Trump’s only offense was verbal. I sug-
gest you take another look at the track 
record of President “Slick Willy” Clinton, 
who was definitely a hands on man!

Trump/ClinTon
The Clinton campaign has devolved 

into a mud-slinging morass. It can be 
compared to a voyeuristic ladies mud 
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Beautiful Oceanfront
Cottage in Dingle for rent

Remodeled and furnished. 4 bed-
room, 4 bath with a fabulous view 
of the ocean at the mouth of Dingle 
harbor. Short walk to beach and only 
two miles from Dingle town. Sleeps 
8-10. Call Colleen 312-399-8793
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Celebrate your heritage in your home/office!
Table runners/wall hangings displaying

the towns villages of all of Ireland's 32 Counties
Suitable for Framing

All Counties Available * 
Rushyglendesign@gmail.com

630-432-9434   *   Josephine Boyle

The Millennium Forum’s huge-
ly successful Irish dance musical 
extravaganza, Titanicdance, is 
gearing up for its inaugural visit 
to the US later next month.

The hit show will perform 
at the Branson Events Center 
in Missouri from 9th to 20th 
November fresh from its recent 
appearance at the China Inter-
national Folk Arts Festival in 
Qinghai last month where it was 
seen by a live audience of over 
one billion people.  

Creative Director and Lead 
Dancer, Raymond Sweeney is 
looking forward to travelling 

Anchors Aweigh: Titanicdance is U. S. Bound
stateside with the show:

“We have been looking for-
ward to our American trip for 
some time now and can’t wait to 
get on stage to show the people 

of America our amazing produc-
tion.  I am very excited to see their 
reaction.

China was a great experience 
for all involved with Titanic-
dance and was a great honour 
to be invited to represent Ireland 
in such a huge festival. The fact 
that it was broadcast to 1.3 bil-
lion people was staggering.  To 
dance on the historic Great Wall 
of China was a fantastic conclu-

sion to our visit!”
Titanicdance is an Irish Musi-

cal Dance sensation that tells the 
story of the world’s most famous 
ship from its beginning in the 

Belfast shipyard to its tragic end 
in the Atlantic Ocean.  Produced 
by Millennium Forum Produc-
tions, it first took audiences in 
Ireland by storm when it opened 
at the Odyssey Arena, Belfast in 
2014 to standing ovations before 

enjoying a sell-out run at the Mil-
lennium Forum in Derry.   This is 
not just an Irish dance show; it’s 
an emotional journey of hope, 
aspiration, love, heartbreak and 
sadness that will mesmerise audi-

ences everywhere.
For more information on Ti-

tanicdance visit titanicdance.com  
Titanicdance is supported by 

the Arts Council NI and 
the British Council.
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“We sell Peace Of Mind.”

I am writing my column from sunny 
Kinsale, Co. Cork…my “home away from 
home”.  In fact, having spent nearly 16 
weeks of the last 25 in Ireland, I’m no longer 
sure which is my home away from home.  
Trust me….I’m not complaining.  My busi-
ness is booming as Tourism Ireland still does 
a fantastic job of enticing visitors through 
their ad and social media campaigns, the 
dollar is still making gains in parity with 
the Euro, and Ireland is still being viewed 
as one of the world’s safest and friendli-
est destinations.  In fact, Tourism Ireland 
just announced that Ireland has seen its 
best ever month of August and best ever 
January-August period for Irish tourism.  So, 
I encourage everyone to get in on the action!

Having just worked with clients from 
Atlanta who realized their dream of a 
destination wedding in Ireland, I thought 
others might be interested in the growing 
trend of getting married abroad and invit-

ing family and friends to 
join in.  Ireland seems to 
be a logical choice when 
considering a place that 
evokes romance and 
conjures up mythical 
couples of Irish legend, 
and in a sense weaving 

your own story with theirs.  You can choose 

to have your ceremony within the walls of 
a monastic ruin, a castle, a Georgian manor 
home, a local pub, on top of sea cliffs, a 
quaint countryside church.  You can even 

choose Ballintubber Abbey, the Abbey is 
built on the site of a Church started by Saint 
Patrick in 441 AD, and it is said to be the only 
church in Ireland founded by a King that is 
still actively holding religious ceremonies!

If you’re contemplating a wedding in 
Ireland, the first thing to consider is working 
with professionals --- an Irish travel special-
ist for travel arrangements for the wedding 

party and guests AND an Irish-based wed-
ding planner.  Waterlily Weddings, is one 
of Ireland’s premier wedding planning 
companies and I was delighted to interview 
one of the partners and lead planners, Sile, 
to learn more about the process of getting 
married in Ireland.

IAN: What year did you start Waterlily 
Weddings?

WW: Waterlily Weddings was launched 
over 10 years ago in 2006.

IAN: Was it in response to a growing 
trend in the marketplace that you chose to 
capitalize on? 

WW: At that time the whole wedding 
planning industry was a foreign idea — 
especially in Ireland. The only thing most 
people thought about when they heard 
“wedding planner” was Jennifer Lopez’s 
character in The Wedding Planner movie! 
Michelle had a passion for planning, styling 
and event managed and her experience in 
marketing in Dublin had given her all the 
tools she need to venture out on her own. 
She started researching the destination wed-
ding market in Ireland and saw the growing 
trend. So with a few business courses under 
her belt and joining a network of entrepre-
neurial women in Wicklow! Waterlily Wed-
dings was born! 

IAN: Have you seen a rise in queries com-
ing from the U.S. and abroad? 

WW: Yes, the interest and actual demand 
has been steadily growing year on year since 
2006. Even while Ireland’s economy was in 
recession, the demand for destination wed-

Continued on next page
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dings was still strong. Couples have been 
able to take advantage of extremely good 
value for money on accommodation costs. 
Coupled that with both the tax breaks the 
service industry received during this time 
and the favorable exchange rate, making 
the idea of an Irish Destination Wedding 
even more attractive for young couples and 
their guests. 

IAN: Where would most of your clients 
be from? Ireland, the U.S., or elsewhere? 

WW: The majority of our clients are from 
the United States, but each year we have 
new clients from other destinations. For 
example, we are working with couples from 
Sweden, Hong Kong, German, England and 
Oz just this year! 

IAN: What age groups do you find use 
your services most? 

WW: Most of our client would be in in 
either there 20’s or 30’s.

IAN: What is the biggest mistake Ameri-
cans make when considering a destination 
wedding in Ireland?

WW: I think it is over estimating their 
guest numbers 

IAN: What SHOULD BE their biggest 
concern? 

WW: Unfortunately, sometimes, even 
with the best of intentions family’s situations 
change between the times of booking the 
wedding and the time to travel. You need to 
consider that elderly grandparents or other 
guests may be unable to travel. Once you 
are okay with that reality it avoids disap-
pointment.

IAN: What are the requirements for non-
Irish couples to get married and does it differ 
between a civil and religious ceremony?

WW: There are no major differences. Non 
Irish couples do their registration by post, 
as oppose to in person and then present 
themselves at the civil registrar’s office 5 
days before the wedding date.  

IAN: What size weddings do you cater to? 
WW: We do every size. We have a range of 

different wedding planning services to meet 
the needs of couples eloping (when it is just 
the couple themselves) right up to weddings 
catering for 150/200 guests.

IAN: What would you recommend as a 
timeline for an American couple considering 
having a wedding in Ireland? 

WW:  If they want a Friday or Saturday 
during the peak summer season or a date 
around New Year’s we recommend a mini-
mum of 18months planning time (although 
we have done it in a lot least).

IAN: What, on average, would the costs 
be associated with a wedding in Ireland for 
just a couple?  For a wedding with 20 guests?  
100 guests?

WW: I am afraid this is a very difficult 

question to answer. It totally depends on 
the couple, the budget they have available 
and the type of venue and wedding they 
want. Some weddings would be just about 
the wedding day, others will incorporate 
rehearsal dinners and day after activities. 

IAN: What would your top 5 favorite sites 
be in Ireland? 

WW:  We Love Ashford Castle it is just 
simply the fairytale after that they are too 
many favorites to narrow it down to 4 – but 
if we must – Luttrelstown Castle, Kilr-
ruddery House, Powerscourt House and 
Bantry House. Carton House in Kildare is 
amazing too!!

IAN:  And, should a couple have a par-
ticular request for a setting would you be 
able to arrange most things throughout the 
country?

WW: More of less yes, we can create any 
setting as long as it is safe for their numbers 
and doable logistically. 

IAN: Have you had any strange requests? 
WW: Locals acting as strawboys! 
*Strawboys were groups of revelers 

disguised in straw costume and wearing 
conical straw hats over their faces, have 
traditionally visited weddings to dance with 
the bride and other women, entertained with 
music, songs and jokes. Their presence was 
believed to bring luck, wealth and health to 
the newlyweds.

IAN: Anything that simply could not be 
done? 

WW: You just cannot have a wedding 
for 100 on the Cliffs of Moher – it is just not 
possible!!

IAN: If YOU had a destination wedding in 
the United States, any thoughts as to where 
you might consider having it? 

WW: I am a big fan of Martha’s Vineyard – 
I love the idea of an outdoor wedding there. 
Or, in the mountains in Massachusetts in the 
fall, when the leaving are turning! Amazing!

For further information, visit http://
www.waterlilyweddings.com/.  You may 
contact Sile, or one of their other professional 
planners, at info@waterlilyweddings.com 
or via their U.S. telephone line at (443) 517- 
9870.Planning any wedding can be hectic, 
but with the assistance of professionals, a 
destination wedding in Ireland presents 
the unique opportunity to bring family and 
friends together to witness not only vows, 
but the magic that is Ireland.Go dté tú slán  
- “May you go safely”,

Mary Ann K. Coon – Irish Travel Specialist
I invite all queries, suggestions, and 

comments. Don’t forget if your question is 
chosen to be answered in my next column, 
you’ll receive a $25 dining voucher to Peggy 
Kinnane’s in Arlington Heights!

insidersireland@gmail.com
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Fall Special- ALL DAY
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The Six Penny Bit
5800 West Montrose 773-545-2033

The over-all appearance of 
the Irish Terrier is important. In 
conformation he must be more 
than a sum of his parts. He must 
be all-of-a piece, a balanced vital 
picture of symmetry, proportion 
and harmony. Furthermore, he 
must convey character. This 
terrier must be active, lithe and 
wiry in movement, with great 
animation; sturdy and strong in 
substance and bone structure, 
but at the same time free from 
clumsiness, for speed, power and 
endurance are most essential. 
The Irish Terrier must be nei-
ther “cobby” nor “cloddy,” but 
should be built on lines of speed 
with a graceful, racing outline.” 
-The Irish Terrier

This morning on the way to 
services at St. John Fisher Catho-

lic Church, I ran into Rocky - an 
eight year old Irish Terrier pup-
py.  These dogs stay pups until 
they go to heaven.  Rocky was all 
business yanking the leash of the 
young lady taking him out for his 
matin mouvement de l’intestin 
et de la miction des arbres , des 
souches , des poteaux et bouches.  
That’s French for his refreshment 
complète.

Rocky turned his attentions to 
me - a natural patsy for play.  He 
was all a shudder and whiskers.

Rocky reminded me of Leroy 
Hickey my dog from 1965 - 1977.  
Leroy was an Irish terrier that 
my Dad bought off of one of my 
Grandfather’s pals - Pete Bradley 
- from Scartaglen, Co. Kerry.  Pete 
had a bitch that pupped nine red 
beauties and my Dad picked the 

feistiest  one in the litter.  About 
two weeks later the Old Man 
took Leroy back to Pete to have 
his ears and tail properly clipped.

Pete had had a few.
The result. Leroy’s tail was 

about three inches shorter than 
it was supposed to be and his 
ears were lopsided.  This is the 
downside of getting products, 
pets and promises from any ‘guy 
I know.’

Leroy needed to shake, not 
only his tail and the attached 
money maker, but his entire be-
ing to signal delight. Other dogs 
took his tail-less greetings with 
wary approach.

The Irish Terrier breed is about 
2,000 years old and was bred for 
protection of the home, children 
and to do constant warfare on 
rats and other vermin.  With 
snooty Progressive patrician 
WASP bigotry, the Irish Ter-
rier was not recognized by the 
American Kennel Club (AKC) 
until 1885.  The Irish themselves 
much later.

Like most of the aboriginal 
Irish of the two-legged variety, 
these bastards can dig.!  Leroy 
would have made a great Streets 
and San guy. They are superb rat-
ters.  There was not a rat within 
six blocks of our house and Leroy 
would bound over the backyard 
fence or front gate to get after a 
rat or feral cat on the B &amp; O 
tracks embankment at 75th Place.  
They’d go to ground and Leroy 
would dig them out.

They are very loyal, protective, 
stubborn and fearless.

Leroy had a reputation as the 
only dog in Little Flower Par-
ish to have gotten the best of 
Bowser Lanigan - mixed mutt 
Rottweiller.

Irish Terriers are great with 
children, but very tolerant of 
others.

Leroy remembered Pete Brad-
ley and would foam at the mouth 
whenever Pete’s car pulled away 
from Grandpa Hickey’s house 
at 7535 S. Marshfield and totally 
ape-scat if his blue Pontiac ven-
tured west on 75th Place any-
where near our house.

I hope to see more of Rocky on 
my way to church.
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There is an old Irish seanfhocal: ‘An 
rud is annamh is íontach,’ which trans-
lates to ‘What is rare or seldom happens 
is wonderful.’With this premise within 
grasp, a full house will fill Soldier Field 
when Ireland take on the rugby world 
champion All-Blacks on the first Satur-
day in November.

Much to Ireland’s discomfiture, they 
have never beaten New Zealand is test 
rugby and it is primarily for this reason 
that the majority of those in attendance 
will be Irish expatriates hoping to wit-
ness a historic victory. This much sought 
victory is well overdue and in the past 
Ireland have come perilously close, most 
notably during their last encounter with 
the New Zealand in 2013. 

With 20 seconds remaining on the 

Ireland Underdogs to Topple 
New Zealand in Soldier Field

clock, Ireland 
were winning 
and had pos-
session of the 
ball. However, 
a concession 
of a penalty in 

midfield ended with 
the All-Blacks march-
ing down the field and 
breaking Irish hearts 

with a try in the corner on the last play 
of the game. 

It had been a phenomenal display by 
Ireland, who on the day should have 
been further ahead on the scoreboard 
and Johnny Sexton is unfortunately 
remembered for a missing a late kick, 
which would have put Ireland two 
scores up with time running out.  On 
that day it was not to be and if you 
were to look at the form, it would seem 
that Ireland’s chances of winning this 
time around looks less likely in this 
encounter.

Record winners: New Zealand are 
coming off a world record winning 
record and in this year ’s Southern 
hemisphere Rugby Championship, they 
dispatched all three of last year’s World 

Cup semi-finalists with 
little difficulty on route 
to the title. Last month 
they defeated South Af-
rica, by and large rated 
the second best team in 
world rugby, by 57-15 at 
King’s Park in Durban. A 
second half surge saw the 
All Blacks finishing with 
seven tries and it seems 
that they have gone fur-
ther ahead of their rivals 
despite losing the rugby 
talents of Ritchie McCaw, 
Conrad Smith and Ma’a 
Nonu to retirement after 
their World Cup victory 
last year. 

They have scored tries 
for fun in 2016 and are 
playing an attacking 
brand of rugby that is a 
joy to behold.  And as much as a big 
fat egg sits as an embarrassment in 
Ireland’s win column against New 
Zealand: having never lost to Ireland 
is worn as a badge of honour by those 
donning the silver fern. However, sports 
matches are not won on paper and Ire-

land are certainly not without hope to 
make history in Chicago.

A Sporting Chance: Ireland are un-
derdogs but also probably the best team 
in the world to play to their optimum 
when it is least expected. Ireland had 

Continued on page 11

Jonathon Sexton
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Do You Really
Celebrate Thanksgiving?

 As Thanksgiving approaches I found 
myself wondering about how many of us  
actually THANKED those people who 
have helped us over the years,  I  am sure 
that I have  failed to fully and properly 

thank some 
of my dearest 
friends and 
teachers  in 
my life.  So I 
decided to use 
this column to 
thank those 

important people in my life as a reminder 
to all of us to express our genuine thanks 
to those who have helped us.

First, my thanks to my wife, Sandee 
Wask Fitzgerald, who has mentored me 
throughout our long and happy marriage. 
She has helped me to become more sensi-
tive and aware of other people’s feelings 
and for that I am deeply grateful.

Of course my first teachers grow-
ing up were my family. My thanks to 
my dad who demonstrated what the 
responsibilities of a bread winner were. 
To my beloved mother who showed me 
the importance of unconditional love. To 
my sister, Mary, who helped me under-
stand how a gentleman should conduct 
himself with a young lady. To each of 
my four brothers, who all taught me 
what they knew best: Edward (courage 
and independence), Tom (toughness and 
leadership), John (charm and a pleasant 
manner), and finally, Joe (scholarship and 

friendship). It has been my good fortune 
to have such amazing, loving mentors in 
my family.

Our four children have been a great joy. 
Mychelline, our first, fondly known as 
Rosebud, demonstrated a great intellect 
from a very early age. Damon has been 
a joy his whole life with his thoughtful-
ness and love of his family.  Erynn has 
manifested a wonderful passion for life 
coupled with great acceptance and inclu-
sion of others. Neal has been the traveler 
and adventurer of the family; yet, he is 
also a kind, gentle and thoughtful soul. 
Our daughter, Julie, has helped our family 
in countless ways.  As for our two grand-
daughters, Janna Marie and Alecia Grace; 
they are simply “perfect”. 

Since I was four years old Bill Puschak 
has been my buddy and has always been 
in my corner offering support. Because 
the good sisters at St. Theodore gram-
mar school wouldn’t accept me into first 
grade at age four, our landlady, Eleanor 
Macak, became my first “formal” teacher 
who taught me how to read and do basic 
arithmetic. 

Once admitted to St. Theodore, I have 
to thank Sister Paula and Sister Maria 
Gemma, my 2nd and 7th grade teachers, 
respectively. Sister Paula taught me that 
a little extra effort can make a major dif-
ference in the outcome of a project ; Sister 
Maria Gemma drilled us tirelessly on 
the importance of knowing the English 
language which has served me well ever 
since.  

To Jim “Red Dog” Kelly, my high school 
classmate who stood with me against 
some angry fellow students and made it 
clear he had my back, no matter what that 
took. God bless you, Red Dog.

Dr. William Raleigh Trimble and Father 
Fred Bergesich, SJ of Loyola University 
who helped me acquire an understanding 
of scholarship. Thanks also to my dear 
friends: Gene Croisant who taught me 
about style and class, Harold Fremgen for 
his friendship and his counsel on a dark 
day when I was a freshman, and Charlie 
Ptacek, for his unwavering support, and 
another frat brother, Captain Thomas 
Flatley, who demonstrated patriotism and 
loyalty as he served our country in Viet-
nam. He died there living up to his ideals.  

To my fellow soldiers: OCS candidate 
Jim May, Colonel Bishop and Lieutenant 
Richard Fullman who helped me more 
fully understand my responsibilities as a 
junior military officer.

In terms of personal growth, there have 
been so many people I have reason to 
thank, especially the   women who were 

vital in my development as a gentleman.  
At the top of the list is, of course, my wife, 
Sandee, but my thanks also to very dear 
old friends: Sheila, Lori, Gretchen and 
Peggy who helped me along the way as 
well. 

Professional growth came with help 
from so many other friends and acquain-
tances, particularly; Curtis F. Moore and 
William R. Hindman who helped me gain 
a deeper understanding of the business 
world. Curtis was the model of proper 
professional conduct.  And Bill was 
probably the best boss and advisor I ever 
worked for, he was also very instrumen-
tal in stirring my passion for writing. Dr. 
Thomas E. Murray has been my friend 
and counselor since we met at Loyola 
University. His calm demeanor has al-
lowed me to hear things that previously 
passed over my head. Dr. Kenneth W. 
Perry of the University of Illinois, whose 
commitment to his teaching profession 
was an inspiration to me. 

Over the years, I have had the privilege 
of counseling with some other wonderful 
individuals, including Dan Josephs, Ed 
Buron, Bob McCoy, Pat Johnston and Phil 
Gresh.  As it sometime happens in life, 
I got so much from these relationships 
I feel privileged to have worked with 
these men.

As I prepared this list, I became increas-
ingly aware that I have left out numer-
ous others who have helped shape my 
personal and professional life.  Due to 
size constraints there simply isn’t enough 
room to thank everyone who deserves it, 
so I apologize to anyone in my life who 
felt they should be included but wasn’t. 
What I have learned writing this article 
is how much of my development came 
about through the help and mentoring 
of people in my life. A huge thank you 
to each and every one of them for all 
that they have given me, perhaps most 
particularly, Bob Hurley, who saved me 
from drowning when I was 19.   Maybe 
when you sit down for Thanksgiving din-
ner, you will think of those who nurtured 
¬¬¬you and say a prayer of thanks for 
them.  CARPE DIEM.

FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION: 
Treasure the love you receive above 

all.  It will survive long after your gold 
and good health has vanished.  By Og 
Mandino: a best-selling American author 

James F.Fitzgerald is the president of James 
F. Fitzgerald & Associates, Inc., a Naperville, 
IL-based senior executive coaching & career 
transition firm.  #630-420-0362  

 Jamesffitz37@hotmail.com 
Jamesffitzgerald.com
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Irish Times Pub 25th Anniversary 
Party in Brookfield November 20th

It’s not everyday that a pub has 
a 25th anniversary! Take the train 
to Brookfield, Il  on November 
20th, and you’ll stop right in front 
of the Irish Times where you can 
join the party! Join owner, Martin 
Lynch and his crew for their spe-
cial 25th Anniversary Party fea-

turing music with Paddy Homan 
and the Noble Call, Food & Drink 
Specials, Prizes, Giveaways and 
more! The event begins at 3pm – 
come meet your old friends and 
make some new ones!

www.irishtimespub.com   
708-485-8787

Ireland Underdogs to Topple
New Zealand in Soldier Field
Continued from page 9

a promising summer tour of 
South Africa, during which they 
blooded a lot of new players, 
who came away with a first 
Irish win on South African soil. 
With the November tests, many 
of the players that were missing 
in South Africa through injury 
are back in contention which 
should add to the quality and 
belief within camp.

The Irish pack will see a back-
row of Jamie Heaslip, CJ Stander 
and Peter O’Mahony play to-
gether in green for the first time. 
Devin Tonor will be partnered in 
the second row by Iain Hender-
son.  Both were outstanding on 
the summer tour, while Ultan 
Dillane should see more game 
time as an impact substitute, 
where he will be able to use his 
ball carrying abilities to greatest 
effect late in the game. 

In the backs Ireland have new 
possibilities. Conor Murray and 
Johnny Sexton will start in the 
decision-making positions of 
scrum-half and out-half, but it 
is the 10, 12, 13 midfield axis 
of Sexton, Robbie Henshaw 
and Gary Ringrose that could 
give Ireland an attacking edge 
in midfield that they have not 

had since the days of Brian 
O’Drioscal. 

Ringrose has been long fin-
gered to come into the second 
centre position since his dis-
plays at the Under-20 World 
Cup a few years ago. He is 
now the first choice 13 at Lein-
ster and he has developed 
significantly to now be ready 
for employment on the inter-
national stage. His partnership 
with Henshaw, who moved 
from Connacht during the off-
season, got off to a winning 
start against Munster at the 
Aviva last month.  

Jarad Payne is Ireland’s best 
full-back at present and will 
most likely be selected ahead 
of Leinster’s Rob Kearney and 
Munster’s Simon Zebo. Per-
haps, the most interesting call 
from Irish coach Joe Schmidt 
will be whom he selects on 
the wing with Cian Kelleher a 
likely bolter for game time dur-
ing the November series such 
has been his form for Connacht.

It is difficult to see many 
weaknesses in the All Blacks 
game thus far.  Ireland’s best 
chance is to play to their 
strengths, which include a 

disciplined defence, a strong 
attacking maul and a kick-chase 
game within their armoury. 
They will also need to approach 
the game with an intensity at 
the breakdown that outmatches 
their opponents. For those go-
ing to the game, an Irish vic-
tory is possible and it would 
certainly be both seldom and 
wonderful.
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THANK YOU, dear readers, for telling me, at 
IBAM, of your appreciation for this column. Please 
direct thanks to Publisher Cliff Carlson. If mainstream 
news media had editors of his caliber our nation 
would be safer, wealthier, and respected. Thanks, 
also, for buying my book; its first edition is almost 
gone. So is its third 

(second Dublin) printing.   
  THE PURPOSE of the MI5/FBI crime spree in Chi-

cago, Omagh, and Dublin is resolved. “Full Spectrum 
Dominance” as spelled out in the Neo-Cons’ criminal 
“Project For a New American Century” required, first, 
our take-over of Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria, and 
Iran. Destruction of these countries would pave the 
way for the Neo-Cons’ ultimate goal, the destruction 
of Russia and China.

The prerequisite of all this was the surrender of 
Ireland’s Six Counties to Britain to free up Britain’s 
military. This also required the demonization of the 
IRA in Ireland and America (which MI5/FBI Agent 
Buckley and gang achieved in both countries). The 
Langert murders (with Agent Lewis’ gun and TV An-
chor Carol Marin’s willingness to deceive the public) 
managed to demonize the IRA in Chicago. MI5/FBI 
car-bomb murders of 29 in Omagh (abetted by cor-
rupt police and news media) demonized the IRA in 
Ireland. These crimes drove home the Good Friday 
Agreement’s surrender to Britain of the Six Counties, 
and thus the Neo-Cons’ Supreme Crimes enabled by 
Britain’s military. 

 The above paragraph contextualizes my list of 
fourteen specific deeds, mostly MI5/FBI crimes in 
Chicago, Omagh, and Dublin; as follows:  

1)CHICAGO FBI Agent Joseph Doyle urgently in-
formed my wife and me that our lives are in danger; 
that MI5-subverted FBI agents are planning crimes 

to “silence” us. It seems far-fetched.  
2 through 13 (omitted due to space considerations) 

are MI5/FBI crimes, e.g., permitting use of a FBI gun 
in murders, protecting murderer David Biro from 
prosecution, framing me for those murders. (Biro 
saved me from a life sentence or worse by blabbing 
through FBI Agent Buckley’s protection into Life 
Without Parole.) In a separate MI5/FBI attack; more 
evidence fabrication and perjury, false arrest and in-
carceration of four of us, the “Chicago Four,” in Case 
US91CR911. Fifteen months of pre-trial litigation later 
we walked by proving that the evidentiary audiotape 
was another FBI criminal fabrication. Within months 
MI5/FBI’s David Rupert attempted to entrap us. 
Rupert induces our trusting leader, Frank O’Neill, to 
insist that we buy guns for the IRA. When we voted 
it down for the third time, Frank quit and formed a 
new group headed by Rupert. Rupert then moved 
to Ireland with MI5/FBI Agent Buckley. Excepting 
Buckley’s flight to the Atlanta Olympics bombing 
murder site (where he framed Security Guard Richard 
Jewell) he and Rupert operated in Ireland until the 
evening of 15Aug1998 when, mission accomplished, 
MI5 demobilized them. At the Dublin “trial” of Mi-
chael McKevitt we saw Buckley for the first time since 
we defeated his crimes in Federal Court. McKevitt’s 
wrongful imprisonment ended this Spring.   

14) ULSTER VOLUNTEER Force (UVF) leader 
David Ervine voluntarily submits to a taping of his ac-
count of his activities in “the troubles,” during which 
his UVF randomly murdered some 800 Catholics. Er-
vine recounted his triumphant 1994 visit to the White 
House. He described his surprise to learn, regarding 
Northern Ireland, that the US State Department sides 
with Britain instead of with Irish republicans. That 
official; the head of the State Department’s Britain 
Desk, had explained; the US Neo-Cons couldn’t start 
their planned wars without Britain’s military; and 
Britain’s price was sole sovereignty over Ireland’s 
disputed Six Counties.

 Anticipating questions re the above:  
 It took a long time for some IRA volunteers to 

grasp that Adams, McGuinness, Donaldson, et al. 
had betrayed them. Others caught on fast; “Darkie” 
Hughes, and especially the OBradaighs, and the 
families/friends of the East Tyrone IRA.  

 As early as 1986 INA Co-Founder Michael Flan-
nery, while attending the SF Ard Fheis in Dublin, 
spotted Adams’ treachery. We Chicagoans hoped it 
was merely intramural friction, until the 1989 AGM 
of INA in Toledo, Ohio. There, Adams emissary Brian 
McDonald promoted such destructive policies that 
the Illinois delegation walked out (probably followed 
by delegations from other States).

 My wife and I possess (and will share) abundant 
documentation that the Adams faction are not only 
traitors, but were (and remain) allied with the same 
criminal Chicago FBI and its latest well-funded/
controlled false-flag operation; a “Clan na Gael” unit.

 For confirmation from another source, see Ed Mo-
loney’s “Voices From the Grave” page 450, where UVF 
leader David Ervine quotes the Head of the Britain 
Desk of the US State Dept. explaining the globally 
strategic reasons why, regarding the Six Counties, the 
US gov’t backs Britain instead of Irish republicans.

 In Ireland, it’s not only the Adams faction that 
the Neo-Cons control. The surrender to Britain of 
the disputed Six Counties was history’s largest-ever 
surrender of national territory absent catastrophic 
military defeat (and the IRA were not MILITARILY 
defeated).

Prior to the 1998 GFA referendum large banners fes-
tooned highway lampposts between Maynooth and 
Kinnegad. They portrayed Taoiseach Albert Reynolds 
and VOTE YES FOR PEACE. Only Ireland’s gov’t 
could gut Articles 2 and 3 of Ireland’s Constitution. 
This was done. Thus, the Neo-Cons control Ireland’s 
government, too (which also explains Neo-Con use 
of Shannon Airport for criminal purposes).

 REMEMBER the Craigavon Two; demand justice 
from Ireland’s gov’t. Tel. 312/337-1868. Let’s not allow 
Ireland’s officials to do another Birmingham 6/Joe 
Doherty/MacBride Principles on the Craigavon Two.  

St. Stephen’s Green

@ S S G _ C h i c a g o  
s t s t e p h e n s g r e e n c h i c a g o . c o m

Irish Folk and Rock
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Terry From Derry
  by Terry Boyle

Fragile Minds 
in a Muddle

The renowned English novelist, 
E.M Forster, loved using the word 
‘muddle’. The word was usually 
used in connection to an experi-
ence, symbolically to represent 
a different perspective on life, 
which offered the opportunity 
for growth.  However, depend-
ing on the character, the muddle 
could also lead to regression, a 
crawling back to the comfortable 
and familiar.  Often his charac-
ters, challenged by new ways of 
thinking or diverse cultural view-
points, were initially confused, 
and sought to ward off the new 
experience by retreating into what 
they knew best.  

No one in their right mind 
wants to undergo change if they 
don’t have to.  But we get so 
settled in our ways that we can 
stagnate without realizing it.  
The world moves on, and we 
remain stuck in how we used to 
do things.  

Forster viewed this fixed world 
paradigm as a symptom of cul-
tural superiority.  We close the 
windows of our lives to other 
nations, or close the eyes of our 
soul to the gift of the other, and, 
consequently, we close off our-
selves to the enrichment brought 
about by the challenge of liv-
ing fully.  It’s not easy to live a 
half-life, rejecting new thoughts 
and ideas, dismissing the daily 
encounters with strangeness.  If 
we are to bolster ourselves against 
the ‘muddle’ we must reject all 
difference, and avoid the creative 
energy that diversity brings.  It’s 
hard work being stagnate.  

It takes more resilience, and 
determination to maintain the 
status quo, than to simply absorb 
the wonderful chaos caused by 
interacting with those who don’t 
share our safe ways of processing 
the daily grind.  It can become 
increasingly harder to live with 

a landlocked mentality, and yet, 
despite the multifarious channels 
to the larger world, we uncon-
sciously filter out what we see 
and hear so as to avoiding chang-
ing.  Such actions wear us down; 
make us rigid, and unbearably 
pompous.  

It’s time to become child-
like and approach the world 
with wide-eyed curiosity of a 
child.  Otherwise, we devote our 
strength to building ‘walls’ when 
we could enter the muddle with 
a willingness to see it as the po-
tential catalyst for change.  Those 
who are wounded by the truth 
survive to tell the tale, but it’s 
never the same old story.  

They are changed, transformed, 
by a deeper awareness of who 
they are.  So what if we discover 
that what we’ve believed for a 
lifetime is limited, ignorant, and 
untrue?  Isn’t it better to seeing 
for the first time than to remain 
in the darkness?

The joy for those of us who 
teach is that we’re always learn-
ing something new.  We cast our 
ideas into the minds of others, 
hoping that what takes hold is 
wheat separated from the chaff 
and not the other way about.  
However, when it comes to deal-
ing in matters of knowledge, 
there is always a risk that we 
delude ourselves into believing 
in something, even though we’re 
not totally convinced.  

This is what Forster sees as the 
blind spot of the self-satisfied.  
Those who are ‘happy’ with how 
they see the world, and live in of 
fear change.  

There will be no Galileo, no 
Einstein, or Stephen Hawking 
to scupper his or her voyage 
through life.  Such flat world 
thinking is prevalent when fear is 
present.  We fear that the loss will 
outweigh the gain, but this could 
not be further from the truth.  

What we lose is the illusion, 
or maybe we simply realize that 
what we have is an illusion and 

this revelation can in itself be 
liberating.  When we think of 
transformation, or transcendence, 
it requires a brave heart to rise 
beyond the drudgery of the usual 
and the everyday experience.  

Forster was tired of his fellow 
English thinking of themselves 
as the epitome of civilization.  He 
loathed the self-righteousness 
that accompanied such notions.  
He had traveled enough in the 
world to know that it was a much 
bigger and grander place than he 
imagined.  

His interaction with other 
cultures invariably tugged at 
his English sensibility, and, as 
a result, his preconceptions of 
cultures began to change.  Inevi-
tably, the muddle would find him; 
the no man’s land in between 
the known and unknown, and 
it would either be embraced or 
rejected.  

More and more these days I 
find myself in a muddle.  As the 
world moves in a direction that 
I am less familiar with, I find it 
easier or harder to hold onto what 
I thought to be true.  I find myself 
react defensively towards those 
ideas that threaten what I thought 
to be of substance and worth.  

There is a tendency at such 
times to drift, retrogressively, 
back to a golden age that does 
not exist outside of the realm of 
nostalgia.  However, once my 
kneejerk reaction to the muddle 
eases, I find myself loving the 
new ideas.  They force me to 
question what I value, and if 
they are worth anything more 
than passive acceptance, they 
certainly won’t turn to dust after a 
little scrutiny.  I might find myself 
more of an active believer, and 
less afraid.  

Forster in delineating the mud-
dle was careful to acknowledge 
the need for balance.  The desire 
to throw one thing out in favour 
of another is too easy.  No one 
viewpoint is without flaw, and no 
flawed viewpoint is without some 
merit.  We need to allow ourselves 
to be pulled by the contradictions 
of life instead of simplifying for 
convenience sake.  The fragile 
mind does not like the muddle, 
but it finds us out every time, and 
it can make or break us.    

Irish Brothers
Traditional Irish Pub9 ®

Three Locations to Serve You:

119 Howard Ave, West Lafayette, IN
near Purdue University

(765) 746-4782

3520 St. Rd. 38 E, Lafayette, IN (765) 447-0999

& 575 Massachusetts Ave,  Indianapolis 
(317) 964-0990

www.nineirishbrothers.com

O'Bryan's Nine Irish Brothers is an award-winning 
traditional Irish pub, recently named the Best Irish 
Pub in the State of  Indiana by Yelp and Buzzfeed. 
We serve premium Irish food and spirits and have a 
full bar and menu, with items ranging from salads to 
steak to Irish favorites such as Guinness stew, shep-
herd's pie, and fish & chips. 

Named by Diageo (parent co. of  Guinness) as serving 
the Best Pint in the USA in 2010.

Well-behaved patrons of  all ages are welcome. Nine 
Irish Brothers is proud to be smoke-free. We also 
feature world-class, live Irish entertainment on most 
weekend nights. 

Perfectly Poured Pint.
Live Irish & Celtic Music.

Irish & Irish-American Fare.
  

Perfectly Poured Pint.
Live Irish & Celtic Music.

Irish & Irish-American Fare.
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Dublin Part 2. In last 
months issue I highlighted 
topics about our capital. Be-
cause Dublin is so complex 
and widespread I  couldn’t 
fit into one article. There is 
much more to be addressed. 
I would like to add that in 
the July issue I made some 
references about emigration. 
I mentioned that during 
my granddad’s life-time 
(1830-1910) the population 
dropped from 8 million to 
under 4 million. And my 
school teacher Mr. Tynan 
(master Tynan) asked me 
the day I was leaving school, 
“Tom what are you going 
to be when you grow up?” 
I answered, “I’m going to 
America, I plan to further 
advance my education.” 
His reply, “How can you 
help your country by leaving it?” 
A statement that has stuck with me 
all these years. Which brings us to 
the topic of emigration and it’s im-
pact on the world. This out pouring 
of people leaving Ireland had a tre-

mendous impact and consequence 
on both Ireland and the destination 
country. By1890, some 3 million 
Irish born lived in other countries, 
primarily USA. In Ireland, it meant 
that the remaining population had 
a better chance of getting by but 

at the same time meant 
a degree of stagnation. 
By taking away Ireland’s 
youngest and most vig-
orous members of the 
work force explicitly 
was a great loss and dis-
advantage for the Em-
erald Isle. Emigration 
deprived Ireland of its 
super power and indus-
trial revolution. Instead 
Irish manpower and in-
genuity flowed into the 
USA and England. This 
wide scale of emigra-
tion took a huge philo-
sophical toll on those 
remaining in Ireland. 
Just about everyone liv-
ing in Ireland would 
have known someone 
that left for USA or Eng-
land.  Perhaps many had 

sadly left Ireland forever. It seems 
likely that this constant sense of 
loss would have contributed to 
the sense of fatalism and morbid-
ity. This has happened is so much 
of Ireland’s art and literature. 
Another impact of losing Ireland’s 
younger population was that it 
made revolution in Ireland un-
likely. What would have happened 
if all those young Irish immigrants 
running the politics in Boston and 
New York had stayed home? 

On to Dublin, (B Congrats to 
Dublin on winning the all Ireland 
football championship. Hats off 
to Mayo for a tremendous effort. I 
was disappointed to see Mayo lose 
as my lovely wife, Mary, is from 
Kiltimagh. My good friend, John 
Devitt said after he heard I was go-
ing to write about Co. Dublin, “A 

page a month for to 2 years is what 
it would take to cover everything 
about our capital”. 

On April 24th, 1916, Easter Mon-
day a group of Irish volunteers 
moved into to GPO, General Post 
Office and occupied the building. 
Patrick Pearse a Sinn Fein activ-
ist read the Proclamation of the 
Republic a statement declaring 
Ireland’s independence. Simul-
taneously armed volunteers took 
over other significant buildings 
throughout the city. Therefore the 
GPO on O’Connell street is one of 
Ireland’s most famous landmarks. 
Today it is both a monument and 
a busy post office, you can still 
see the bullet holes left there from 
the Easter Rising.  The Uprising 
was a surprise for Unionists and 
Nationalist alike with home rule 
already on the books. Armed 
revolution seemed a little extreme. 
English troops were quickly sent in 
to the city of Dublin and soon the 
city was in flames. The volunteers 
lacked either the arms or organiza-
tion to put a real military resistance 
to the English army. After a week 
the rest of the rebels surrendered. 
The fighting killed at least 450 and 
afterward 1,000 Irish were sent to 
prison in England. At the time of 
the Rising many Irish disagreed 
with going to war with England. 
They didn’t think violence was 

the answer to Ireland’s problems 
as they were content to let the 
constitutional procedures take 
their course. My father Michael 
told me his father Patrick told 
him that he was against this war 
as so many were. They were tired 
of hearing about Irish people put 
to death, war would bring more 
heartache. Our hearts go out to 
the men that fought and died for 
Ireland. The Easter Rising was a 
very sad period. 

Here’s a famous poem by one 
of the 16 men that died in the 
Easter Rising, Patrick Pearse, he 
was a school teacher. I had to 
learn this poem when I was in 
primary school. This poem came 
to mind because the Pearse’s are 
from Dublin.

“I do not grudge them: Lord, I 
do not grudge

My two strong sons that I have 
seen go out

To break their strength and die, 
they and a few,

In bloody protest for a glorious 
thing,

They shall be spoken of among 
their people,

The generations shall remember 
them,

And call them blessed; 
But I will speak their names to 

my own heart
In the long nights; 
The little names that were fa-

miliar once
Round my dead hearth.
Lord, thou art hard on mothers:
We suffer in their coming and 

their going; 
And tho’ I grudge them not, I 

weary, weary
Of the long sorrow-And yet I 

have my joy:
My sons were faithful, and they 

fought.”
Patrick Pearse    
If you have any questions or 

comments please Email me at: 
Kilkennycat1@yahoo.com
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Getting to 
 Know the Irish
   By Tina Butler

This month I would like to 
detail some archeological sites in 
Ireland. Archeology is the study of 
pre-history through excavations of 
sites and analysis of artifacts. The 
World Archeological Congress is 
a non-governmental not for profit 
organization and the only archeo-
logical organization with elected 
representation. Membership is 
open to archaeologists, students 
and the public. The WAC’s goal 
is the promote interest in the past 
of all countries and foster inter-
national academic 
interaction. It’s com-
mitted to diversity 
and to redressing 
global inequities in 
archeology through 
conferences, publica-
tions and programs. 
It has a special inter-
est in protecting the 
cultural heritage of 
indigenous people, 
minorities and eco-
nomically disadvan-
taged countries. 

I think learning 
about our heritage sites is impor-
tant because it’s a contract with 
the past. These sites are non-
renewable, and it’s our cultural 
heritage. Some might say it’s our 
duty and responsibility to learn 
about and remember these sa-
cred places. Also, preserving and 
protecting archaeological sites 
promotes the economy because it 
brings visitors to the country and 
gives them a place to visit.  

Sites I will explore and define 
include: Newgrange , Hill of Tara  
Rock of Cashel, Ceide Fields, and 
Dowth. 

Newgrange is a pre-historic 
monument in Meath close the 
Co. Louth border built during the 
Neolithic period. Around 3200 
BC, it’s older than the pyramids 
of Egypt. It consists of a large cir-
cular mound with a passageway 
and interior chambers. There is 
no definite answer to what it was 
used for but it’s believed that it 

has religious significance. It has 
been said to be a home for the 
Tuatha De Danaan. (supernatural 
Goddesses) It’s aligned with the 
rising sun and it’s light shines 
in on the chamber on the Winter 
solstice. There is an annual lottery 
to enter the chambers, the winners 
are taken into the chambers at the 
Winter solstice. 

2. Hill of Tara is an archeologi-
cal complex near the River Boyne 
in Meath. It contains a number of 
ancient monuments and was the 

ancient seat of the High King of 
Ireland. According to legend the 
stone would scream if the new 
King was going to have a lot of 
challenges. If the King touched 
the stone it would let out a screech 
that could be heard all over Ire-
land. 

3. Rock of Cashel also known as 
St. Patrick’s Rock is located in Co. 
Tipperary. According to legend 
the Rock originated in the Devil’s 
Bit a mountain 20 miles n. or 
Cashel when St. Patrick banished 
Satan from a cave, resulting in 
the Rock’s landing in Cashel. It 
is acknowledged to be the site 
of the conversion of the King of 
Munster by St. Patrick in the 5th 
century. The Rock of Cashel was 
the traditional seat of the Kings of 
Munster. Brian Boru was crowned 
king here in the 10 century. 

4. Ceide fields is an archeo-
logical site in Mayo. The site is the 
most extensive Neolithic site in 

the world and contains the oldest 
known field system in the world 
(3500 BC) It consists of fields, 
houses and tombs concealed by 
the blanket bogs over the course 
of centuries. 

5. Dowth is a neolithic passage 
tomb located in Meath, dates 
back from about 2500 BC. It is the 
second oldest behind Newgrange 
of the three principal tombs of the 
Bru na Boinne World Heritage 
Site (Dowth, Newgrange and 
Knowth) It’s less developed as a 
tourist attraction that other sites, 
partly because its chamber is 
much lower. Dowth shares a spe-
cial solar celebration with New-
grange during the Winter solstice. 
Several books have been written 
about this solstice phenomenon. 

One I found inter-
esting was written 
by Martin Brennan, 
“The Stars and the 
Stones. ”  There is 
a wonderful muse-
um in Dublin, The 
National Museum 
of Ireland. If you 
are interested in 
this topic, it houses 
ancient treasures 
and artifacts, in 
case you’re plan-
ning a trip soon. 

“ A r c h e o l o g y 
gives a sense of place. It grounds 
us with in the landscape and every 
place is unique.” Stephen Dean. I 
have been to these sites with the 
exception of Dowth, but it has 
been awhile.   I will re-visit these 
sites soon with a more interested 
eye and appreciation for their val-
ue and meaning to our heritage. 

Gaelic for the month:
ancient-arsa
heritage-oidhreacht
history-stair
protect-chosaint
preserve-chaomhnu
tourist-turasoireachta

Seanfhocail:
Má tú ag lorg cara gan locht,
béidh tú gan cara go deo. If you 

are looking for a friend without a 
fault, you will be without a friend 
forever

If you have any questions or 
comments please Email me at: 
Molanive@yahoo.com
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For Booking: www.celticratpack.com

From the Executive
Director of Chicago 
Irish Immigrant Support
By Michael Collins

Good food. Good friends. 
Just a great time. See you at Peggy’s!

8 N. Vail Avenue
Arlington Heights, IL 60004

Tel. 847-577-7733 Fax. 847-577-3886

Hours
M-Th 11am-1am

Fri & Sat: 11am-2am
Sun: 10am-1am

www.peggykinnanes.com

Irish
Immigration 
Post Election

The state of immigration reform has been stagnant 
over the past two years due to the executive action 
set back in the courts and the heated election rhetoric 
aimed at immigration. One question remains, what 
will happen after the election regarding immigration 
reform?

There are a few different scenarios that will have 
an impact on this very divisive policy topic. Most 
notably, the outcome of the presidential election will 
have an important impact on whether or not immi-
gration reform will be put back on the agenda. It is 
abundantly clear that should Donald Trump become 
our next president that immigration reform may well 
be on the agenda, but not in the manner that would 
positively impact the Irish community or the future 
flow of immigration. Mr. Trump’s immigration policy 
would be isolating and would result in the removal of 
thousands of immigrants; this speculation is based on 
the assumption that he is a man of his word. On the 
other hand, should Hilary Clinton become our next 
President, according to her campaign, immigration 
reform will be on the agenda and is something that 
she hopes to achieve. With this being said, it is unclear 
when she plans to achieve this goal. As immigration 
reform is such a divisive issue, Secretary Clinton may 
choose to, like President Obama, wait until her second 
term. As we have seen with the President’s executive 
action on immigration, the second term may not be the 
best time to achieve such an important goal. Needless 
to say if Secretary Clinton becomes President Clinton, 
the immigrant community nationwide should become 

very active after November 8th to ensure 
that immigration reform has a firm place 
on her first term agenda. 

Another one of the major factors that will 
impact this election is the composition of the 
US Congress and the US Senate. As many 
people may be aware, a major policy initia-

tive such as immigration reform, will not go through 
without the approval from the House and Senate. This 
can be extremely difficult and will most likely require 
the Democrats to take control of the Senate and make 
a serious dent in the Republican controlled House. In 
the House, all 435 representatives are up for election. 
Currently, the House Republicans hold their largest 
majority since 1928 with 247 seats to the Democrats 
188. In order for Democrats to retake control of the 
House they will need to take 30 seats currently held 
by Republicans. The expectation is that the Democrats 
will retake about 15 seats falling short of the needed 
number to take control of the House. This will make 
immigration reform a tough sell should Republicans 
dig in their heels. The US Senate should also be watched 
this election. There are currently 34 Senate seats up for 
contention this election. In order for the Democrats to 
regain control of the Senate, they will have to win four 
of the 24 senate seats currently occupied by Republi-
cans. The New York Times gives this a 56% chance of 
happening (as of 10/17). If all predictions to date are 
correct, the Democrats are expected to narrowly win 
the Presidency and take back the Senate but fall short 
of a majority in the House. This will make immigra-
tion reform a strong fight to get over the finish line, 
but will also re-start the conversation. If given priority 
by the assumed Clinton administration, immigration 
reform might actually become a reality as long as a 
few House Republicans break from their party ranks. 
Whether or not this will be given priority is the major 
question. Regardless of this, a Democratic controlled 
Senate and Presidency will see the Supreme Court shift 
to the left. This may provide some degree of security 
should an anti-immigrant bill come to fruition years 
down the road. Either way, this will be one of the 
most hotly contentious elections in history and will 

have everyone sitting on the edge of their seats! The 
Irish community will need to stay vigilant and focused 
post-election to achieve a long overdue reform of our 
immigration system.

CIIS Update
CIIS is delighted to announce that we will be hosting 

our first annual Casino Night Fundraiser on Friday, 
January 20th at the Irish American Heritage Center. We 
are extremely excited by this new event and hope that 
everyone is able to attend and support the great work 
that is done at CIIS. If you would like to get involved 
in this event by either joining our committee or by vol-
unteering on the day please call our office. Mark your 
calendars for January 20th; we hope to see everyone 
then! All are welcome. 

CIIS will continue to host free legal clinics for anyone 
who might have immigration questions. These clinics 
are currently being held twice monthly by appointment 
only. Each clinic provides a client with a 30- minute 
face-to-face consultation with an immigration attorney. 
Please call (773) 282-8445 or email mcollins@irishchi-
cago.org to schedule your appointment. 

3 Outdoor Patios - 3 Special Events Rooms
Irish Cottage Room with Fireplace and Bar

Private Rooms - Parties to 300!

Your Host: Martin Lynch & Staff Welcome You to 
one of the BEST Irish Pub/Restaurants 

in Chicagoland!    708-485-8787
www.irishtimespub.com
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Memories of 
Europe…
Before the Flood

If there even was such an out-
landish idea as having a ‘gap 
year’ back in the 70s, then I had 
never heard of it.  It just wasn’t 
something that you did back then.

All I knew was that I had just 
finished reading James Michener’s 
huge novel ‘The Drifters’ and – 
with the last of my exams out of the 
way -- I was keen to wave goodbye 
to home and follow what was 
left of the hippy trail throughout 
Europe.

For an 18-year-old with a head 
full of romantic notions Mr. Mi-
chener had painted a hell of an 
enticing word-picture of free love, 
music, sunshine and adventure; 
and even though I was a decade 
behind his merry band of multicul-
tural travelers, this was something 
I just had to do.

Try explaining to anyone un-
der thirty what it was like for a 
teenager to get around Europe in 
those days and they’ll look at you 
as if you fell off the back of the 
turnip boat.  Relax; I’m not going 
to drone on about 24 of us living 
in a shoe box in the middle of the 
road.  However, I’m reasonably 
certain that today’s average kid 
would probably have a massive 
brain embolism if you suggested to 
him that he find his way through 
northern Spain without Google 
Maps or an iPhone to hold his hand 
every step of the way.  

Travelling alone, my Bible – my 
absolutely essential, couldn’t-
do-without-it, item – was a book 
called ‘The Hitchhiker’s Guide to 
Europe’.  And with that by my side 
I had as wonderful and magical 
a year as any young man could 
wish for.

First experiences of Amsterdam, 
of Paris, of Marseilles.  Seeing them 
again years later, with the quiet 
caution of an adult, would never 
compete with the colour-drenched 

adrenaline rush of that first time.
A trucker giving me a lift over 

the Pyrenees and watching the sun 
rise over them. 

Of course, like many a numb-
skull before and since, I went to the 
San Fermin Festival in Pamplona 
and ran with the bulls.  

And I can always say that I’ve 
seen wonderful Barcelona both 
before and after the Olympics. 

After a couple of months, even 
living on inexpensive fruit, sun-
shine, fresh air and beer – as we 
all seemed to be able to do back 
then – my supply of money was 
dwindling.   And by the time I 
reached Puerto Buenús in Spain I 
was just about running on empty. 

(Of course my money was kept, 
along with passport and traveler’s 
cheques, in an eye-wateringly 
bright electric-blue money belt 
worn around the waist, where 
of course no robbers would ever 
think of looking.  Mind you, it did 
have the advantage that when they 
inevitably did look, they would 
have been struck blind on the spot.)  

Several years ago I made the 
mistake of going back there.  Yes, 
well…Lewis Carroll once said ‘I 
can’t go back to yesterday, because 
I wasn’t the same person then.’   
And that misjudged trip taught 
me the truth of that. You really 
can’t go back.

I’m trying to be kind here, so let 
me choose my words carefully and 
say that Puerto Banús, which holds 
so many happy memories for me, 
is now just pretty much another 
Marbella tourist trap.

But back then…ah, to me it was 
not only paradise; it was where I 
was able to revitalize my cunningly 
concealed money belt. 

In the mid-late 70s, Puerto Banús 
wasn’t much more than a couple of 
streets.  However, even then – and 
as it had been designed to do – it 
was already attracting the big su-
per yachts of the seriously wealthy.  
Of course, nothing like the 900 or 
so it serves as a marina for today; 

but for this green young fella they 
were quite something to behold, 
and my initial sight of them was 
one that I’ll never forget.  

Out in the undeveloped scrub 
at the back was a cinema that 
was little more than a shack that 
showed films in English -- and 
even back then I needed my movie 
fix.  I recall seeing John Huston’s 
‘The Kremlin Letter’ with Orson 
Welles there.  Well, I didn’t actually 
see it with Orson Welles but…you 
know what I mean.  And you could 
sleep out on the beach, which was 
a blessing. 

There was a little bar called ‘Tom 
& Jerry’s’ and, more importantly 
for my purposes, there was another 
one called ‘The Shark Club Bar’, 
which was open to the street and 
where people could put up notices.  
Also, and it seems incredible to me 
now, I was able to leave my ruck-
sack unmolested against a wall 
there throughout the day.

In a move that should in theory 
have set me on course to be a politi-
cian, I put up a notice which bla-
tantly lied that I was an energetic 
and experienced young bloke, 
fresh from working on Scottish 
fishing vessels and well used to 
rolling waves.  Lies, all lies; but 
with those credentials I was imme-
diately snapped up by a middle-
aged German couple who had 
their yacht on the Mediterranean 
for the summer.  He had recently 
had a heart attack and she wanted 
someone along with them. 

Needless to say, being not even 
a particularly strong swimmer at 
that time, let alone an ‘old salt’, that 
majestically flat blue water man-
aged to make me seasick.  They 
were a kind couple, though, and I 
soon got used to – and really loved 
– life on board a yacht; and when 
they moved on I had no trouble 
picking up similar work. 

Over the next few months I 
sailed back and forth to North Af-
rica and Gibralter, whose borders 
were closed at that point, making 
going by yacht the ideal way to 
cross the border from Spain. 

I don’t suppose I’ve thought of 
those times in years.  But this week 
some internet surfing washed me 
up at ‘Mayra’s Blog’ – and I was 
enchanted.  Apparently, Mayra 
completed some training with 

a group called Bow Waves last 
year.  Now she has been working 
on a 72ft sailing boat in the Carib-
bean for the past few months and 
dreaming of a career in the super 
yacht industry.  

As it turned out, Bow Waves 
Sailing and Powerboat School are 
no less than neighbours of mine, 
with their offices in Galway.  They 
assist with those wishing for a 
career at sea and have a compre-
hensive list of various courses to 
help anyone who is even simply 
looking for a fascinating hobby.

And reading through their site 
has brought back a multitude of 
wonderful memories for me, for 
which I thank them.

For a while this week the grumpy 
grouch of today was replaced with 
that smiling young man of forty 
years ago, shirtless and tanned on 
the deck of a yacht, on the blue of 
the Mediterranean Sea.

You can visit my blogs at www.
cbsays.com or email me at chas-
brady7@eircom.net  You can reach 
the sailing school at 

www.bowwaves.com     

Duffy’s Cut is the name given 
to a stretch of railroad tracks 
about 30 miles west of Philadel-
phia, United States, originally 
built for the Philadelphia and 

Columbia Railroad in the sum-
mer and fall of 1832. The line 
later became part of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad’s Main Line.

Railroad contractor Philip 
Duffy hired 57 Irish immigrants 
to lay this line through the area’s 
densely wooded hills and ra-
vines. The workers came to Phil-
adelphia from the Ulster counties 
of Donegal, Tyrone and Derry to 
work in Pennsylvania’s nascent 
railroad industry. Less than two 
months after their arrival, all 57 
are believed to have died during 
the second cholera pandemic.

While most died of the dis-
ease, forensic evidence sug-
gests that some may have been 

murdered, perhaps due to fear 
of contagion, as the pandemic 
spanned several continents and 
many years.

The site is located near Mal-

vern, Pennsylvania in East 
Whiteland Township near the 
intersection of King Road and 
Sugartown Road, where a Penn-
sylvania state historical marker 
has been placed.

Funds Needed
After years, Amtrack has 

agreed to let geologists dig un-
derneath the tracks, but the grant 
from the State of Pennsylvania to 
pay for the digging was pulled. 
The group needs $14,000 to final-
ize this project. As of 10/26 they 
have raised $1,280 on go fund 
me. If you can afford to give a 
little they can get this done. 

www.gofundme.com/duffys-
cut-fund-the-project-2uv6pxes

Stones mark the make-shift grave where some are buried.

Digging Up the Truth at Duffy’s Cut
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A June of 
Ordinary Murders

By: Conor Brady
Minotaur Books
Amazon
“Anything you say will be taken down 

and may be used in evidence.” A June of 
Ordinary Murders is a police procedural set 
in the Dublin of 1887. The title is the term 
for murder used by the rules of Ireland, the 
grandees in the Castle. 

They were concerned with murders, but 
with only those that had a political aspect. 
These were any that they thought could 
threaten their control of Ireland. They called 
these “special” murders. All others were call 
“ordinary” murders. 

The police are trying to solve three mur-
ders that occurred that week—an unusu-
ally high number. Also complicating the 
investigation is the celebration of Queen 
Victoria’s Jubilee. She has ruled for half a 
century and her grandson, the future king, 
will visit in a week. 

The detective in charge of the investiga-
tion is Detective Sergeant Joe Swallow. He 
is known for treating his men fairly and 
respectfully. Also she has solved many dif-
ficult cases. 

The author lets us see him as a compli-
cated, conflicted human being. He is con-
flicted because he works for a police force 
that controls Ireland for the British Empire. 

His sister tells him: “Our country is being 
subjected to England’s will. We’re expected 
to give loyalty to a foreign Queen, while her 
agents drive our people from their farms to 
starve in the fields or take the emigration 
ships to America.”

Conor Brady, the author, fills the book 
with beautifully written prose. He was a 

weekly columnist for a national newspaper 
and was editor of The Irish Times for 16 
years. He has written several books about 
Irish policing. He lives in Dublin. 

Brady makes 1880’s Dublin and its people 
become real. As he says: “carefully chosen 
detail helps to build atmosphere.”

The police in Dublin were called the 
Dublin Metropolitan Police. Their fellow 
police in the rest of the country were called 
the Royal Irish Constabulary. 

I have a deeply personal relation to the 
RIC. My grandfather was a poor, farm boy 
in County Sligo. He was strong and intel-
ligent and was recruited by the RIC. 

He served with distinction. However, 
when 23 years old, he had a political 
awakening and resigned. He sought work 
in several places, but could find none. He 
then came to Boston, and then to Chicago. 
In 1905, he applied to become a Chicago 
policeman. In 1907 he was accepted to the 
police force. 

I asked why he had resigned from the 
RIC. He replied, “They wanted me to spy 
on my own people.” 

The background to A June of Ordinary 
Murders is the slowly developing aware-
ness of Ireland’s cultural heritage. That 
leads to the Rising of 1916 and the War of 
Independence.

About that awareness, a young national-
ist woman says to Swallow: “You see flags 
and emblems to celebrate a half century of 

this Queen’s rule. Well it might have been 
a good half century in England, but for this 
country it’s been famine, starvation and dis-
ease…What has Ireland got to celebrate?”

During the War of Independence, one 
of the first things Michael Collins did was 
stop the information gathering by the RIC 
and the DMP. As a result, Ireland’s English 
rulers began to lose control of the country.

These quotes show the author’s writing 
style:

--Policemen talking about tenement 
crowding: “Up to twenty families might 
occupy a tenement building that was once 
the city dwelling of a rich merchant or pro-
fessional man.”

--Traveling through a rural area near 
Dublin: “Mossy foundation walls were the 
only lingering traces of the families that 
starved, succumbed to disease or fled to the 
emigrant ships.”

--His sister says to Swallow: “You’re a 
good man, but you’re supporting a system 
that’s rotten and that keeps your own 
people in subjection and ignorance and 
poverty.”

Machine Made: 
Tammany Hall and The 
Creation of Modern 
American Politics

By: Terry Golway
Liveright Publishing Corp
Amazon
Many of our ancestors were poor when 

they came here from Ireland. The Anglo-
Saxon establishment in America fervently 
believed poverty was a result of moral 
weakness. Of course, it wasn’t, poverty was 
the result of colonialism in Ireland, or low 
wages for workers here. 

The only friends of the immigrants were 
political organizations like Tammany Hall 
in New York and other in large Ameri-
can cities. These organizations were not 
judgmental of the new arrivals. And they 
understood that poverty resulted from the 
unfair distribution of wealth and from the 
low-wage paid workers that resulted from 
lack of collective bargaining. 

Despite all the concern and help Tam-
many Hall gave immigrants, it was not 
altruistic. It expected those it helped would 
be loyal voters on Election Day. 

Terry Golway tells the story Tammany—
its good deeds and corrupt ones too. He 
uses elegant language and he often creates 
suspense. He makes history come alive. 

These quote are samples of the story he 
tells so well.

--“As these impoverished rural people 

reorganized their lives in a great and alien 
city, they saw Tammany as an ally—an ally 
who did not judge their poverty, their reli-
gion, their culture. And so the narrative of 
Tammany and Irish America become one.”

--The Famine Irish “were a poor, starv-
ing, rural people with few skills, and they 
had been subjects of an oppressive colonial 
system.”

--“They might have sailed three thousand 
miles from their homeland, but the enemy 
hadn’t changed—the enemy was still the 
moralizing reformer, the civic elitist, the 
High-Church Protestant who believed that 

Catholics had to shed their superstitions 
and their cultural identity.”

--Tammany could not solve poverty or 
other social problems, but “Tammany lead-
ers believed that with every job placement, 
every whispered word to a judge, and even 
(despite Blue Laws) with every drink con-
sumed on Sunday, they were providing no 
small amount of relief to those who needed 
it most.”

--“The Tammany controlled New York 
state legislature put into place a series of 
reforms that laid the groundwork for a new 
and robust role for state government—not 
only in regulating the workplace, but also 
in providing a social safety net, particularly 
for women and children.”

Some of these visionary goals became 
part of the New Deal. They improved our 
standard of living. Some of these goals were: 
pensions, collective bargaining (unions), 
better wages, better working conditions, 
one day off in every seven, and stricter 
regulation of businesses. 

Americans today, owe much to political 
machines and to unions. 
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As some of you may know, Imelda Bhroga 
and I host a weekly Irish music program 
every week on LiveIreland.com out of 
Dublin. It is on at noon every week, Chicago 
time, and is also the home for worldwide 
broadcast premiers for new Irish cd releases. 
(Broadcast? Internet?) We have been told for 
a couple years that our show has the larg-
est audience in the world for an Irish music 
program, and there are some new, certified 

numbers that seem to support it! Fasten your 
seat belts. In the last year, LiveIreland.com 
had a total of 4,838,400 listeners. 4,838,400. 
When they sent us those numbers, we were 
floored. Our show is cleverly titled, The Bill 
& Imelda Show. There is an active chat room, 
and new features on the homepage pop up 
daily. Owner, David Lattimer and his group 
have really created something special over 
the years, and we are proud to be a part of 
it. Needless to say, we get in every plug we 
can for Chicago musicians and the Chicago 
Irish American News! The Dubs, however, 
stopped Imelda and me from playing Harry 
Caray singing, “Take Me Out to the Ball 
Game”, and said that was going too far. Does 
anyone know a trad version of that? (Doc 
Watson’s doesn’t count!) Anyway, please 
forgive the flog and bit of brag. It is just that 
these kind of numbers are unprecedented. 
We are so lucky to be a part of it all.
The Fretless is out with a brand new album, 
Bird’s Nest. This comes as welcome news to 
the group’s singularly devoted following. 

The Fretless is Karrnnel 
Sawitsky –fiddle, viola; 
Trent Freeman – fiddle, 
viola; Ivonne Hernan-
dez- fiddle-viola; and Eric 
Wright – cello. Now you 
know why the group is 

called The Fretless. Bird’s Nest contains nine tunes, 
all instrumental. This is not Irish music. It IS Irish 
music. This is not traditional. It IS traditional. Be-
yond any debate, it is wonderful music. The Fretless 
is unlike anyone else. Just when you think any one 
of these tunes has wandered off into a more general, 
weirdy world music format, each cut comes roaring 
back to Irish music-the real deal. Our favorites are Jig 
of a Blood Moon, Mary’s Jigs, and Samuel’s Maids. 
We used to think it was best for groups if they could 

not be categorized. We are not so sure nowadays. If 
The Fretless did a purely traditional album, we are 
sure it would be sensational.  But then, it would not 
be The Fretless. Make no mistake, these are four 
superbly gifted musicians, and all of this would 
be a lot easier to describe were it simply acoustic 
traditional. It is also interesting to note that at any 
festival featuring The Fretless, the front row is usu-
ally filled with other musicians. The ultimate tribute 
to their skills. This group is impossible to pigeonhole 
except in one key aspect: file them under excellent 
music, wonderfully played and demanding your 
fullest attention. We recommend this album highly. 
Just don’t expect a thumpin’ set of reels, jigs, polkas, 
and slides. It is far away from that, and it is excellent. 
Let’s go back and repeat ourselves, something we do 
often. Bird’s Nest is glorious. We have listened to it 
straight through four times, as well as sampling it. 
Each listen has uncovered new treasures. Good on 
‘ya, The Fretless! Keep going a long time!
We are readying the Chicago Irish American News 
annual musical Awards, The Top TIR, for January. 
This will be the 27th year? 26th? Anyway, it is the 
best of the best and we look forward to it and hope 

you do, too. The Awards are pretty 
eagerly followed by musicians and 
fans around the world because Chi-
cago is the best city in the world now 
for Irish music, and The Chicago Irish 
American News IS The Chicago Irish 
American News!!. Lots of great new 
albums this year to consider.
Also, as long as we are flogging pro-
grams, we hope you are listening to 
Maryann Keifer’s excellent, Ireland 
Tonight every Monday night at 9:00 
on WDCB. 90.9fm and WDCB.org. 
Best Irish music program we have, no 
question. After that, Imelda and I come 
on at 10:00 with House Party—a mix of 

bluegrass, Cajun, Americana (whatev-
er THAT is!) and an occasional touch 
of Irish trad—though we leave that 
mostly to Maryann! It makes for fun 
times, and we hope you can tune in!
The Dublin, Templebar Trad Fest is 
coming up early in 2017. We are look-
ing forward to it, and talking about 
being flown over with Imelda to take 
part. Hope so—but I have my doubts. 
More later, if it becomes a reality.
There are still a bunch of cd’s to 
squeeze in next month along with sev-
eral Christmas gift recommendations 
for superb musical stocking stuffers. 
See you then!!
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The Harp and Fiddle: A Modern Pub With an Irish Flair
By Cliff Carlson
Declan Stapleton, originally from Dublin, 

has opened a new restaurant in Park Ridge 
at 110 Main St, called the Harp and Fiddle 
about a block and a half away from the 
famous PickWick Theater.

He’s done his homework, having owned 
Hollsteins in Tinley Park, and Casey’s in 
New Buffalo, Michigan on Whittaker Street. 
“It’s basically exit one in Michigan. It’s 
ninety minutes away from Chicago 
and a nice respite from the madness of 
Chicago,” said Declan.

The Harp and Fiddle opened Memo-
rial Day in May, 2016 and business is 
excellent. According to Declan, it’s the 
first true bar/restaurant in Park Ridge 
which used to be a dry town. The res-
taurant has an occupancy of 170 inside 
and the outdoor patio in the back holds 
100. The patio has heaters strategically 
placed so there may still be time for an 
outdoor visit.

“I helped get the antiquated liquor 
laws changed. Five years ago, you 
couldn’t dance in Park Ridge in a place 
that sold alcohol, you couldn’t have 
more than four televisions and sell 
alcohol, you had to have a complete 
meal in order to have alcohol, and a lot 
of restrictive rules reminiscent of the 
Prohibition era. We had a large crowd that 
showed up at council meetings in support 
of change. A lot of folks went to Edison Park 
and Chicago to dine, so the council changed 
some of the regulations so we could com-
pete with the surrounding areas, explained 
Stapleton.”

Since they opened, Park Ridge has added 
three new restaurants and two more are 
opening soon. “I’m fine with that. Now you 
can walk from an upscale pizza restaurant, 
to an Italian restaurant, to a Japanese Sushi 
place to a Mexican Restaurant, to a crepe/
French restaurant, and a craft beer store 
coming in. Now we have foot traffic and 
vibrancy and a lot more going on here,” 
said Declan.

The Harp and Fiddle is located directly 
across from the Park Ridge Metra.  If you are 
at the six corners of Touhy, Busse Highway, 
Prospect Ave. etc. you are near the PickWick 
Theatre and you are near the restaurant. 
Folks meet their friends there when they get 
home from work. “All the places I own are 
across from a train station. I fell into it the 
first time, but I like it this way,” said Declan.

Declan came from Dublin in 1989 with 
Price Waterhouse and has had a varied ca-
reer since then. He spent time in New York 
and Chicago, and then he worked for the 

Irish Dairy Board for about five years. He 
worked for a start up, Cuisine De France, 
which was a frozen bakery that started in 
Ireland despite the name! Declan got it go-
ing here in Chicago. It’s now a multinational 
company called Aryzta. After that he went 
out on his own. He was in the food distribu-
tion business on the Southside off of 103rd 
and Harlem manufacturing Italian sausage, 

pizza dough and cheese, and then he got into 
supplying bars with Irish food and more.

Customer service is a high priority for 
Declan. “I like meeting people. I touch every 
table, sometimes it surprises them when 
they are asked how they enjoyed their meal. 
I like the personal touch and the hands on 
approach. You can go to an independently 
family owned place and you have good 
social interaction with the people who own 
it. I can’t go home or be off somewhere else, 
and not here making sure things go perfectly 
well. Things don’t always go perfectly well, 
but to me if you mess up, you measure the 
guy as to how you fix it, and I like to be here 
to catch any problems before it goes wrong. 
I hate to try and fix something after the fact. 
We’ve probably had 20,000 people thru the 
door in four months and I know 10 that 
weren’t happy. Most people would think 
that’s great, but I worry about those ten 
the most. I wish I could fix it for those ten, 
but they have left. I know you can’t please 
everyone, but I’m mindbendingly fixated 
on everybody having a great time here,” 
explained Declan.

Stapleton realizes that more and more 
people are trying to live a healthy life style. 
“It’s not just Irish food we serve. Most of 
our sales are in entrees like fish, salads etc. 

There is a big demand for gluten free or co-
eliac, and by those who are living a healthy 
life style. You have to be cognizant of that. 
They want salads, less salt, and they want 
fish, and vegetable related items.

We try not to do fried food. We do fish and 
chips once a week. People ask me why we 
don’t do it everyday. Here is my thinking. 
Fish contaminates the flavor of other foods 

when you mix them in the fryer. I 
don’t want that contamination, and 
I don’t want to change the oil every-
day. I could put more fryers in, but 
that would just encourage more fried 
food, and we don’t like that! The food 
here is fresh. We spend most of the 
day prepping it. Even the fish that 
comes in is fresh, not frozen. Fish for 
the cod fish fry is all fresh. Salmon is 
fresh. I don’t like farm raised food. 
I don’t serve Tilapia, not interested. 
I can’t make a burger more healthy 
for you. It’s an indulgence, but where 
we have a choice, I like more veg-
gies, more salads, more fresh foods. 
Whatever we are doing have it fresh 
as possible,” he concluded.

Declan pays attention to detail. 
He’s put “sound panels” throughout 
the restaurant to deaden the table 
noise so folks can enjoy their table 

conversations and not have to yell at each 
other! He has entertainment on weekends 
that is not all Irish. Eighties and Nineties 
cover bands play there as well and there is 
never a cover charge.

“We call ourselves a modern bar and 
restaurant with an Irish flair. We don’t 
have stone floors with sewing machines in 
the corner and biscuit tins. It’s more of a 
modern place with an Irish attitude. We’re 

Irish, we’re friendly, and we are hell bent 
on customer service. Our goal is to serve 
really good food, quickly, and at a reason-
able price across the whole spectrum from 
kids, to teenagers to adults. We offer good 
entertainment,  an outdoor patio and locally 
based foods. Our executive chef worked 
at Morton’s, Rosebud’s, Casey Moran’s, 
Duece’s and has a 30 year history of creating 
a full on menu. Pete (Flaherty) Svachula.

Entrees include fish catch of the day, scal-
lop, and salmon entrees, chicken dishes, 
pasta, steak excellent burgers, veggie burg-
ers, great salads with nuts and fruits and 
great flavor profiles.

The Harp and Fiddle is open at 11:00 am. 
seven days a week. Sunday thru Thursday 
until 1:00 am. and Friday and Saturday until 
2:00 am. That’s a revolution in Park Ridge! 
Most of the places used to close around 
nine o’clock.

You can rent the rear dining room, a 
front side room that holds 37 (where the 
Lions Club meets now) and the outdoor 
patio. From time to time people can rent 
the whole place, for funerals and special 
events like that.

Reservations are recommended. You don’t 
need a reservation but it’s a good idea to 
have one. They take reservations up to about 
60 people and the rest is walk in. Sunday 
Brunch starts the first week of November!

Declan has this to say about his time at 
Ballymaloe Cooking School, “It’s amazing 
to think of people around the world coming 
to Ireland to sharpen their culinary skills. 
In my class, we had people from Paris, San 
Francisco, Spain, and Chicago.”

Any owner who has taken the time to 
attend Ballymaloe Cooking School with the 
famous Darina Allen, just to “brush up” his 
skills, deserves a spot on your restaurant list. 
Declan Stapleton fills the bill! 847-720-4466.

(L to r) Owner, Declan Stapleton
and Chef, Pete Flaherty

A small part of the outdoor patio
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Clutter Buster
 Procrastinate No More

by Rita Emmett

You will never FIND time 
for anything. If you want time, 
you must MAKE it. 

~~ Charles Buxton
Do nothing, and nothing 
happens. Do something, and 

something happens. 
~~ Benjamin Franklin 

Tackling 
That Dread

EMMETT’S LAW: The Dread 
of Doing a Job Uses Up More 
Time and Energy Thank Doing 
the Job Itself. 

Isn’t that true?
That quote is the opening 

line of my book The Procras-
tinator ’s Handbook. Why? 
Because when procrastinating 
-- that dread has the power 

to suck the energy out of the 
marrow of your bones.

How much time, energy, 
anxiety, guilt and exhaustion 
have you ever spent agonizing 
about something you’ve put 
off for weeks or even months.
Then when you finally did it, 
it took you only 23 minutes. 

Don’t you just want to smack 
yourself in the face with a trout 
and say “Why did I procrasti-
nate so long about that?” And 
while you were putting it off, 
that dread was hanging over 
your head like a dark cloud. 

Have you ever - just as 
you’re falling asleep at night 
– thought to yourself “Oh 

man, I still haven’t made that 
phone call” or you think, “I 
STILL have that huge pile of 
paper clutter go sort through 
because I’ve GOT to find that 
information” and your stom-
ach ties up in knots, your heart 
starts to pound.

That dread has the power to 
leave you exhausted.  When 
you dread something, it leaves 
us as tired as if we were dig-
ging a ditch, doesn’t it?

If you’re putting off some-
thing important and you 
CANNOT think of a reason 
to DO IT NOW, it’s not just 
the consequence of whatever 
you procrastinated about that 
impacts your life. Remind 
yourself of the power of the 
dread that comes with pro-
crastination. It can make you 
miserable, anxious, guilty, 
exhausted, stressed out, clut-
tered and sick.

And the opposite is true, 
too, isn’t it? Have you ever 
finally done something that 
you’ve been putting off for 
ages? And when it’s complete, 
don’t you want to dance the 
dance of joy? You get so much 
energy you just want to run 
around the block and shout 
to the world what you’ve just 
finished. It’s a great feeling, a 
sensational one, and ENER-
GIZING one.

Next time you know you 
need to do something NOW 
but you start to talk yourself 
into putting it off till later, 
remind yourself:

EMMETT’S LAW: The 
DREAD of doing a job uses 
up more time and energy than 
doing the job itself.

In fact, you might consider 
writing it out and posting it 
someplace. Otherwise… do 
you really want to spend time 
with that cloud of dread hang-
ing over your head?
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Live Music in the Pub

Enjoy the Music & Spirit of the Irish in our
Authentic Pub Imported Directly From Ireland.
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 7 DAYS • LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
• Daily Drink and Food Specials
• Expanded Pub Food and Appetizer Menu - Available Daily
• Pub Trivia every Tuesday, October-May starting at 7:30pm
• Every Thursday Traditional Music with Pat Finnegan & The Irish Musicians

6119 W. 147th Street • Oak Forest, IL
708.687.9323

www.chicagogaelicpark.org

CGP Calendar of Events
NOVEMBER

11/2            Monthly Musical Luncheon* with Joe McShane 
11/6 Classic Carvery with Joe McShane 3:00pm
11/9 Ladies Auxiliary    7:30pm
11/13  Classic Carvery with Ray Gavin 3:00pm
11/20 Classic Carvery with Joe Cullen 3:00pm
11/24 Thanksgiving Carvery* with Joe McShane 3:00pm
11/27 Classic Carvery with Gerry Haughey   3:00pm       

Monthly Musical Luncheon* - Doors open at noon, hot lunch  
served at 1pm for just $15 per person 

*Reservations Required 708.687.9323

Monthly Mass and Breakfast is the 2nd Sunday of the Month
Pub Trivia resumes Tuesday evenings in October 7:30pm

Monday Evenings Set Dancing  7:30pm

Tuesday Evenings Ceili Dancing Lessons 7pm/Ceili 7:30pm

Sunday Evening CGP Radio Live WCEV 1450 AM  7:05-9pm

CLIP & POST
CGP Office 708.687.9323 www.chicagogaelicpark.org 
Visit the CGP Library in the Shamrock Room

A Cháirde 2016 2016

Fri  Nov 4 Irish Musicians Session 9:30pm 
Sat   Nov 5 Ray Gavin 8:30pm
Wed Nov 9 Frank Rossi  6:00pm
Fri  Nov 11 Gerry Haughey 7:30pm
Sat  Nov 12 Bernie Glim 8:00pm 
Fri  Nov 18 Joe Cullen 7:30pm
Sat  Nov 19 Mulligan Stew 8:30pm
Fri  Nov 25 Joe McShane 7:30pm
Sat Nov 26 Larry Nugent &
  Bill O'Donahue 9:00 pm
  

 NO COVER CHARGE

The Irish Rugby Football Union 
arrives in early November to a 
huge Chicago Irish welcome 
that they will long remember. 
Expect a brilliant atmosphere 
when they take on the New 
Zealand All Blacks at Soldier 
Field. Together standing tall, 
shoulder to shoulder, they’ll 
answer Ireland’s call.

The days are getting shorter, 
which means that we will have 
longer nights to enjoy. I hope 
you spend some of those 
nights at Gaelic Park. Enjoy 
the warmth of the Carraig 
Pub’s Thursday night sessions, 
or Tuesday Night Trivia, or the 
live bands on Friday’s and 
Saturday’s. A Good time is 
guaranteed for theatre buffs as 
the Gaelic Park Players present 
St. Patrick’s Gift over three 

November weekends, with 
food/drink/play combination 
specials available. Our 
Thanksgiving feast will be here 
soon, and a few days later 
on the 27th, runners can burn 
off some energy units at the 
Carraig Pub’s Annual 5K run. 
(Don’t you think that “energy 
units” sound much more 
positive than “calories?”)

Best of luck to all those who 
choose to participate in our 
Super Fundraiser. It’s a great 
draw with a $50,000 grand prize 
and $100,000 in total prizes. 
And for those who want to start 
their Christmas shopping early, 
we have memberships, concert 
tickets, gift certificates and 
merchandise for sale.   

Slán go fóil,
Bill O'Sullivan, President

http://www.chicagogaelicpark.org


St. Patrick’s Gift opens on Friday, November 4th at 
8pm and will run for three consecutive weekends. 
The performance dates are Fridays, November 
4th, 11th, and 18th at 8pm; Saturdays, November 
5th, 12th and 19th at 8pm; Sundays, November 
6th, 13th and 20th at 3pm.

The Pub Grub Special will be offered again for our 
Friday and Saturday performances at the Carraig 
Pub, Gaelic Park.  The tickets for the Pub Grub will 

be $22, which includes your theatre admission 
along with dinner.  The pub dinner will be one item 
from the Pub Grub menu along with one pint or 
glass of wine.  For Sunday’s performances, there 
will be a Classic Carvery, which will immediately 
follow the performance in one of the banquet 
halls.  The Classic Carvery ticket will include your 
theatre admission and your meal for $27. The 
Carvery is a buffet which consists of your choice 
of soup, salad bar, meat selection, potato, veg-
etable, coffee, tea and dessert.  All individual play 
tickets are $12 and can be purchased at Gaelic 
Park’s main office, located at 6119 W. 147th Street, 
Oak Forest, IL  60452.  Please contact Gaelic Park 
to reserve your tickets at 708-687-9323.

St.Patrick’s Gift is a comedy set in the present in the 
Southside Irish home of the McLaughlin family, who 
are preparing in anticipation of their annual St. Pat-
rick’s Day party. Family misunderstandings abound! 
Bits of conversation overheard and misconstrued, 
romance and statues with mysterious powers. It 
was written by Gaelic Park’s own Lynnea Mangan 
and directed by Jaimey Kennedy.

If you are interested in becoming a member of 
Gaelic Park Players, visit us at gaelicparkplayers.org 
or on facebook.com/groups/gaelicparkplayers.  

At its recent annual meeting, the Chicago South-
land Convention & Visitors Bureau presented a merit 
award to Gaelic Park's Irish Fest for contributing to 
local tourism for 30 years.  In addition to Irish Fest, 
Gaelic Park's Radio Show and its Monthly Mass and 
Breakfast are also celebrating 30 year anniversaries.

http://www.chicagogaelicpark.org


The Chicago Patriots Gaelic 
Football Club celebrated their 
10 year anniversary in 2015 and 
now have a lot to celebrate 
following their 11th year in 
2016.  This group of American 
born players from the south 
side won the North American 
Junior A Gaelic Football title 
this year over Labor Day week-
end in Seattle, the first time 
this feat has been accom-
plished by an all-American 
team.  This marks the team’s 
highest achievement to date 
after starting at the Junior C 
level in 2005 and progressively 
working their way up to the 

Junior A competition in 2011 
after multiple North American 
championships in the Junior B 
& C competitions.

They were led this year by their 
manager and founder of the 
Patriots Joe Begley, along with 
Francis Lang who trained the 
team twice a week starting in 
April.  The team that travelled 
to Seattle was comprised of all 
American born players, many 
of who have been playing 
together since U-8’s dating 
back to 1997 thanks to the St. 
Jarlath’s youth club, who have 
developed a number of quality 
players over the years and are 

one of the main reasons the 
Chicago Patriots exists today.

The first step in their title run 
began with a win over the 
Chicago Parnells in the Central 
Division Junior A Football cham-
pionship, the club’s third time 
holding this title.  After that they 
travelled to the North American 
Championships beating Cal-
gary in the quarter-finals in a 
torrential down pour, a slug-fest 
with San Francisco in the semi-
finals, and a thrilling wire-to-wire 
championship game against 
the Celtic Cowboys of Austin, TX.

The team will continue the cel-
ebration holding their medal 
ceremony on Friday, Decem-
ber 17 at Gaelic Park to bring 
together the friends, family, 
and supporters of all the play-
ers both past and present, all 
are welcome to attend.  The 
Chicago Patriots GFC will look 
to build on their success in the 
upcoming 2017 campaign 
with support from their spon-
sors.  Flood Brothers Disposal, 
as well as their  ever growing 
fan base. 

http://www.chicagogaelicpark.org


From the
    Motherland

By Sean Farrell

There was very little doubt that the 
2017 Budget would pass. Nobody wanted 
another election. The shaky, unlikely co-
alition that is Enda Kenny’s government 
looks set to last at least until the middle of 
2017 when a number of issues are sched-
uled to come to a head.  Kenny himself 
shows no sign of quitting.

This should not be taken necessarily as 
a sign that the “new politics” is working, 
just that neither of the two main parties 
saw anything to be gained in facing the 
electors again so soon. It’s been as you 
were politically since February. While 
Fianna Fail has been doing relatively 
well in the polls, consolidating its slight 
post –election lead over Fine Gael, an 
opinion poll before the Budget showed 
both main parties neck and neck with 
26% each. These figures were marginally 
up on the election outcome but fell far 
short of enough support to govern.  Un-
less the two parties were to merge – still 
a favourite with the bookies.

Such a merger may eventually take 
place, but not before a lot of soul search-
ing by both parties. Not only is it off 
the table as long as one party – Fianna 
Fail – thinks it can regain its dominant 
position in Irish politics, far-fetched but 
believable by the party faithful, but also 
because it would replace the current mild 
ideological party political set up with a 
more sharply defined Right –Left one. 
Not surprisingly Sinn Fein and its leftist 
fellow travellers have been clamouring 
for this as the obvious beneficiaries. But  
between them Sinn Fein and the hard left 
constitute  less than 20% of the votes and 
seats;  they have clearly some distance 
to travel before being serious contend-
ers for power. Any FF-FG merger would 
give Sinn Fein a major leg up, something 
neither party seems disposed to do. 

There’s no doubt that the Recession 
and its aftermath severely damaged the 
neat pre-2008 arrangement of two broadly 
centrist parties, with a makeweight less-
than-radical Labour party . Sinn Fein 
has been the chief beneficiary, siphoning 
support from Fianna Fail and Labour, 
which has also lost out to the Left.  There’s 

One For Nearly 
Everyone in
the Audience

been a major rise 
in the number of 
Independents yet 
it would be pre-
mature to write off 
the major parties 
yet. Together with 

Labour they make up roughly 60% of the 
vote (and seats) and it’s been pointed out 
that many of the Independents have FF/
FG DNA in their veins.

Passage of the Budget was helped enor-
mously by the fact that it was basically 
uncontroversial and involved no hard 
choices. Revenue figures were buoyant, 
no tax increases were imposed beyond 
the ritual rise in cigarette tax, and no 
expenditure cuts were necessary. Indeed 
there was money – not a lot – to spread 
largesse around the system with a little 
for most pressure groups. Some progress 
was made on restoring some of the cruel 
cuts to welfare services, particularly in 
health, made during the austerity years 
and there were very modest cuts in 
taxation. There was precious little for the 
squeezed middle, something which may 
yet return to haunt, but, in the short term 
at least, economic hardship of itself looks 
unlikely to bring the Government down.

The Budget had two items of note, apart 
from the fact that the billion plus hand-
outs were financed by borrowing (still!). 
A first step was made to introduce child-
care subsidies to meet the demands of a 
particularly vocal lobby group – working 
parents - and a new income tax rebate 
scheme of up to €20,000 was announced 
for first time buyers of new houses. The 
childcare subsidy has been received with 
satisfaction by some (a “welcome first 
step”), demands for more by others and 
criticism from the much-less-vocal stay at 
home mothers lobby, demanding parity 
(watch this space when the subsidies are 
increased).

The tax rebate scheme has been re-
ceived with derision and dismay by 
most economists and a large segment of 
the public as doing nothing to solve the 
housing supply logjam. This is an issue 
that seems likely to run. The government 
sought to appease the first time buyers 
lobby who are complaining over the 
amount of the cash deposit required to 
get on the housing ladder, thanks in part 
to the “stable door” lending restrictions 
imposed by the Central Bank to prevent 
a repetition of the disastrous property 
bubble that laid the country low in 2008. 
With new housing starts stalled or low in 
volume the sanguine hope is that having 
more people with money to spend will 

stimulate supply. Economists argue that 
it will merely push up the prices of new 
houses. Public reaction is to complain that 
the measure applies only to new houses, 
whereas often older houses are cheaper. 
There may be pressure to extend the 
scheme before the Finance Act is passed.

Thus far it has been the Government 
of Easy Options, with anything remotely 
controversial kicked into 2017. One Minis-
ter has been reported as stating that there 
was no point in attempting to introduce 
any measure that involved an additional 
charge or tax as it would not get through 
the Dail. But even prevarication has its 
limits. The water charge fiasco remains 
unresolved with an expert committee due 
to report next March. With Fianna Fail now 
committed to abolishing charges, either the 
diehards in Fine Gael agree or the Govern-
ment will collapse. Bin charges, a lesser 
fiasco, will also heat up next year when 
the Government moratorium lapses in July.

Right now the sands are running out on 
another major headache for the Govern-
ment – Public Sector Pay. This was cut 
during the Recession, as a quid pro quo 
for maintaining existing jobs, but with 
the fatal promise that the cuts would be 
restored when the economy recovered. 
Cue the recovery. A cave in to the (private 
sector) Luas tram drivers last summer was 
followed by another cave in, this time to 
the ( arguably more deserving) state sector 
bus drivers. Predictably the queue of state 
employees demanding restoration of cuts 
is mounting, with, as I write, the Govern-
ment facing an unprecedented strike by 
the Gardai , with all that that implies, in 
November. The careful construct of public 
sector pay controls, essential to continued 
economic recovery and 
control of public spending 
, appears close to collapse. 
One friend has remarked 
that the country is becom-
ing all but ungovernable. 
Another friend added 
more caustically that the 
country is ungoverned!

In 2017, also, the Brexit 
process will get under way. 
Already it has dawned on 
politicians here that the ef-
fects could be very serious 
for Ireland. The first jobs 
have been lost in the food 
sector as Irish producers 
struggle to cope with the 
slump in sterling. More 
will follow as Irish busi-
ness tries to compete with 
suddenly cheaper British 

rivals. The North threatens to become 
again  a Mecca for southern shoppers,  and 
not just for  high excise items like alcohol, 
with the knock –on effect felt throughout 
the economy. 

Even worse as a political headache, 
the Abortion issue is slinking back. The 
battle lines are being drawn (”Repeal the 
Eighth”), and, again, the “Citizens As-
sembly “will report on the issue in 2017. 
2017: Chinese Year of the Rooster – when 
the chickens come home!
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Senior groups take place at the Irish 
American Heritage Center (IAHC) and 
Gaelic Park. See below for specific details of 
senior group meetings this month. All senior 
group meetings begin at 10am. There is no 
cost and refreshments will be served. All are 
very welcome. If you need further informa-
tion, please call our office on 773-282-8445. 

Wednesday 2nd November – 
Irish American Heritage Center - 
Does your Heart Skip a Beat?         h e 

symptoms of a cardiac arrhythmia vary, so it 
can be difficult to tell the difference between 
something normal and something poten-
tially life-threatening. Dr. Hany Demo, an 
electrophysiologist with Swedish Covenant 
Medical Group, will discuss the telltale signs 
of a heart rhythm disturbance, when to seek 
medical advice and new advancements in 
treatment options.

Wednesday 9th November 2016 – 
Gaelic Park - How to Stay in Shape by 

Doing What You Love    
  Today, we have Andrea Scott, a former 
collegiate gymnast and former Illinois Ama-
teur Racquetball Champion! Andrea has a 
passion for fitness and exercise, and with a 
Master degree in Adult Fitness and Cardiac 
Rehabilitation, her passion is helping people 
live long, healthy lives. Join us as Andrea 
teaches us about how to be fit and healthy, 
regardless of age and ability! 

Wednesday 16th November – 
Irish American Heritage Center -
 The Gallagher Initiative                                                                           
The Gallagher Iniative was a wide 

scale research project run through Hunter 
University in New York to sudy the older 
members of the Irish community thorugh-
out the 5 burroughs. Today we will watch a 
documentary style account of the research 

and some of the 
insight learned 
from the project. 

Long Distance 
Support  Net-
works

Over the years, this article has given 
Chicago Irish Immigrant Support an op-
portunity to share with you all, news and 
information on a wide variety of topics that 
pertain to the Irish community at home in 
Ireland, in the US, and indeed throughout 
the world. It has been incredible to see the 
number of imaginative initiatives that have 
been created to better connect and support 
the global Irish. 

The success and effectiveness of these 
programs has in no small way been a result 
of the many technological advances we have 
witnessed over the past 15 years. What Irish 
immigrant who left 1950’s Ireland could ever 
have imagined the unprecedented levels 
of connectivity we have with home today? 

Just two months ago, on 10th September, 
yet another innovative project launched 
with a mission to support Irish emigrants 
who are struggling with issues like depres-
sion, anxiety and loneliness, or problems 
with alcohol, drugs or gambling . 

Cabhú (the Irish work meaning ‘help’) is a 
service that provides free online counselling 
to those experiencing these problems. Ac-
cording to a recent article published on the 
Irish Times website and written by Cabhú 
founder Lochlann Scott ‘There are many 
reasons why emigrants do not seek mental 
health supports in their adopted countries 
as much as they possibly would have when 
they were in Ireland. Some might feel they 
should be putting on a brave face for those 
back home and those around them. Others 
may be put off seeking professional help in 
their adopted country because of cultural 
barriers, or a fear their problems might not 
be as well understood abroad as they would 
be at home’. 

Cabhú’s services are provided by profes-
sional counsellors in Ireland using a web 
based platform similar to Skype which al-
lows counsellors and clients to speak with 
and see one another. Currently this program 
is only available to the Irish community in 
Australia but there are plans to extend ser-
vices to the US and other countries around 
the world. Cabhú also has plans to roll out 
an additional service which will offer an 
emotional support helpline for the Irish 
diaspora. 

To find out more about Cabhú, the ser-
vices they offer, and how you could support 
their mission you can visit their website at 
www.helplink.ie/cabhru. 

• 58 Judges running for 
retention with a combined 
total of over a thousand 
years judicial experience  
serving the Citizens of 
Cook County;

• All members have 
been found Qualified, Well 
Qualified or Highly Quali-
fied by many various bar 
associations;

• Retention Judges have 
been widely praised by the 
legal community for their 
excellence on the bench 
including knowledge of 
the law, integrity and tem-
perament;

• Members of our reten-
tion class have received 
the highest awards includ-
ing “Judge of the Year” 
from our bar associa-
tions, Presidential Service 
Awards from the Illinois 
Judges Association; many 
awards for service to our 
communities including el-
ementary, jr. high and high 
school criminal and civil 
law educational seminars;
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Christmas Bazaar, Mass and Breakfast

Join the Center on Sunday, December 4,  for Mass at 10:30am, followed 
by an Irish Breakfast in the Erin Room. Reservations are required.

                                                           Adults . . . $12.00 
   Children 12 and under . . . $ 8.00

To reserve tickets, send check payable to:  Irish American Heritage 
Center. Tickets will reserved for pickup on December 4.  Mail check and 
reservation form by November 29 to:  Irish American Heritage Center, 
4626 North Knox Avenue, Chicago, IL 60630.

Christmas Bazaar, Mass and Breakfast
December 4, 2016

Name: ___________________________ Phone: ______________________

Address: _________________________  Number of Tickets: ___________

__________________________________  Adults: ______ Children: ______

Cultural Corner
Tea with Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton

Have tea with Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
at another of our Saturday Morning Teas. 
Stanton was an American suffragist, 
social activist and leading figure of the 
early women’s rights movement. Actress 
and historian Eileen Vorbath portrays 
Stanton in this one woman performance. 

The tea is Saturday, November 12 
at 11am. Tickets are $25 and $8 for 
children 12 and under. Reservations 
are necessary and must be made by 
November 8.
Social Scene
Trivia Night Fundraiser

Put your knowledge to test at the annual 

Concert Corner
November is filled with concerts, 

programs, activities and social events. See 
below to learn how you can get in on the ac-
tion this month and enjoy all we have to offer. 
Four Shillings Short 
Samhain Concert

World music duo Four Shillings 
Short perform a family-friendly concert 
celebrating Celtic New Year traditions, 
including Samhain, in which Halloween 
has its roots. The concert showcases 
songs, poetry, stories and folklore in 
celebration of the Celtic New Year. Many 
modern day Halloween celebrations and 
customs are based on Samhain, including 
ghost stories, costumes, bobbing for 
apples, trick or treating and jack-o-lanterns. 

The concert is Sunday, November 6 at 
2pm. Tickets are $10 for IAHC Members 
and $15 for general admission. Children 15 
and under are free.
Galvin/McCarthy/Costello 
Salon Concert

Salon Concerts Chicago presents 
Galway fiddle and flute legend Frankie 
Gavin in concert with Tommy McCarthy 
and Louise Costello on Saturday, 

November 12 at 8pm. Gavin has performed 
with the Rolling Stones and Elvis Costello, as 
well as the great contemporary players and 
singers of traditional Irish music. McCarthy and 
Costello blend the musical styles of West Clare 
and North Galway. The concert is Saturday, 
November 12 at 8pm. Tickets are $20 for adults, 
and children 18 and under are free. 

Anthony 
Kearns 
Concert

Tenor 
Anthony 
Kearns 
returns for 
a concert 
featuring 
classics, folk 
music and 
popular tunes. 

A Tear and a Smile: Celebrating the Songs 
of Ireland, Inspirational Music and Beloved 
Melodies is Sunday, November 13 at 3pm. 
Tickets are $35 for general admission and 
$30 for seniors 65 and older, or military 
personnel with current ID. Tickets for VIP 
seating and a post-show “meet-and-greet” 
are an extra $20.

Irish Heritage Singers Annual 
Concert

The Irish Heritage Singers present their 
annual concert, Good People All: From 
Dublin to Wexford and Beyond the Emerald 
Isle showcasing choral arrangements of 
traditional and contemporary Irish songs 
and Irish Christmas carols. 
The concert is Sunday, 
November 20 at 3pm. 
Tickets are $20 for adults, 
children 5-12 are $5, and 
children 5 and under are 
free.
Cathie Ryan Concert

Salon Concerts Chicago 
presents Cathie Ryan’s 

The Winter’s Heart: An Irish American 
Christmas this December. Cathie Ryan 
and her band celebrate and honor 
Irish Christmas traditions with ethereal 
hymns and exuberant jigs and reels. 
Ryan is joined by Patsy O’Brien on 
guitar and vocals, Patrick Mangan 

on fiddle and vocals 
and Kieran O’Hare on 
uilleann pipes, flute and 
whistles. 

The concert is Thurs-
day, December 8 at 8pm 
in the Center’s Audito-
rium. Tickets are $25 for 
adults and children 18 
and under are $10. .

Anthony Kearns

Cathie Ryan

Irsh Heritage Singers

Trivia Night Fundraiser in support of the Irish 
American Hall of Fame.

Trivia questions cover the Irish American Hall 
of Fame categories: Arts & Humanities, Public 
Service, Business & Industry, Sports, Education, 
Religion & Science, plus plenty of current events 
and pop culture. 

The fundraiser is Friday, November 18 at 7pm. 
The cost is $150 per team, with no more than six 
people per team. The night features prizes for the 
top three winners, a silent auction, split the pot 
raffle and a cash bar. Register at www.iahof.org or 
call the Center office.
Annual Christmas Bazaar 

Get in the holiday spirit with the Christmas 
Bazaar at the Center.

The annual Bazaar is Sunday, December 
4 from 9am to 3pm and features mass, a full 
Irish breakfast,  a craft and bake sale and visit 
from Santa Claus. Mass is celebrated in the 

Auditorium at 10:30am, with music by the Irish 
Heritage Singers. A traditional Irish breakfast fol-
lows in the Erin Room. Tickets for breakfast for 
breakfast are $12 for adults and $8 for children 
12 and under. Reservations 
are required. 

There is no charge to 
browse and shop the craft 
and bake sale and shoppers 
can enjoy the craft sale with 
Chicago artisans. An Irish-
American quilt will be raffled 
off. The Bake Shop sells 
tea, coffee, juice and baked 
goods. Santa Claus visits 
from 1-3pm and the Irish 
Heritage Singers will sing 
Christmas carols at 12pm in 
the Pub.

To purchase tickets for the 
breakfast, call 773-282-7035, 

ext. 10 by November 29. 
To purchase tickets for all Center 

programs, visit www.irish-american.org, call 
773-282-7035, ext. 10 or buy at the door.

http://www.irish-american.org
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As we enter Thanksgiving 
season, we must reflect how 
lucky we are as a membership 
to have such an extraordinary 
building. I am thankful for the 
many volunteers who gave their 
time and talent over the years in 
perfecting this palace. The Center 
will never be complete as long as 
there is energy, imagination and enthusiasm 
in our Irish culture.

I am thankful for our talented musicians 
who perform here and enrich our tastes 
for Irish music.  It is so nice to hear sounds 
throughout the building and to hear the 
tapping of little shoes of young Irish dancers 
learning the steps of their first lessons.

I am thankful for our members who 
continue to support us with  
their participation at the Center.  
Our Annual Appeal campaign has 
had a tremendous response this year 
and the campaign continues through 
March 2017.

Please take advantage of the 
programs we have at the Center. 

iBAM was a tremendous success as usual; very 
entertaining and educational.

I wish you all a very Happy Thanksgiving 
and a joyous holiday season. Just a reminder 
that our Events and Rental Team can assist you 
in planning your holiday party here at the Irish 
American Heritage Center.

Eugene M. Cooney, President 

President’s Message

NOVEMBER ENTERTAINMENT

No Cover Free Parking

 11/4 Ceili Mor
 11/5 TBA
 11/11  Joe McShane
 11/12 St. Patrick Father Social
 11/18 The Dooley Brothers
 11/19 TBA
 11/25 Party Music
 11/26 Open Mic Night

 
Thursday Night Irish Music Sessions: Nov. 3, 10 and 17; 7pm-9pm

November 2016
Nov 2 Tara Club Senior Meeting Room 304 10am
Nov 4 Francis O'Neill Club Ceili Mor Fifth Province 8pm
Nov 5 New Zealand v Ireland Rugby Screening Party Fifth Province 1pm
 Shamrock American Club Social ShamAm Room 7pm
Nov 6 Four Shillings Short Concert Erin Room 2pm
Nov 10 Tea with Elizabeth Cady Stanton Fifth Province 11am
Nov 11 Paints and Pints Fifth Province 7pm
Nov 12 St. Patrick Fathers Social Fifth Province 8pm
 Gavin/McCarthy/Costello Salon Concert Room 109 8pm
Nov 13 Library Great Books Club 
 The Temporary Gentleman by Sebastian Barry Library  1pm
 Anthony Kearns Concert Auditorium 3pm
Nov 15 Celtic Women International Meeting Room 304 7pm
Nov 16 Tara Club Senior Meeting Room 304 10am
Nov 18 Irish American Hall of Fame Trivia Night Erin Room 7pm
 Shamrock American Club Meeting ShamAm Room 8pm
 Monthly Quiz Night Room 109 8pm
Nov 20 Irish Heritage Signers Annual Concert Erin Room 3pm
Nov 26 Galway Fellowship Club Thanksgiving Social Erin Room 8pm
 Open Mic Night Fifth Province 8pm
Nov 27 Genealogy Workshop Library  1pm

Regularly Scheduled Events
Mon-Fri Gift Shop First Floor Lobby 4pm-8pm
Tues Nimble Thimbles Room 208 9am-Noon
 Traditional Celtic Art Class Art Gallery 7pm
 Set Dancing Room 111 7:30-9:30pm
Wed Traditional Irish Music Session  Room 311 7pm
 Nimble Thimbles Room 208 7-10pm
 Na Gaeil Irish Language Class Library 7pm
 Watercolor Class (through 11/9) Room 310 6:45pm
Thurs Taping of The Craic Radio Show Fifth Province 6pm
  Thursday Night Irish Music Session Fifth Province 7pm
 Irish Heritage Singers Rehearsal Room 306 7pm
Fri Francis O'Neill Club Ceili  Room 111 8pm
Sat Gift Shop First Floor Lobby 10am-8pm
 Na Gaeil Irish Language Class Library 11am

Library Hours:  
Tuesday and Thursday 10am to 2pm | Wednesday 4pm to 8pm | Saturday 10am to 2pm

Annual Appeal 
Below are the names of donors to the 2016 Annual Appeal who have given through October 18.
The campaign runs through March 2017 and donations will be listed in Irish American News through the March issue.  Each year, 

Patrick and Peggy Burke generously pledge $25,000 in matching funds for the Appeal. We thank them, and you, for your generous 
support.  

President’s Club ($5,000 
and up)

Pat and Peggy Burke 
Center Champion ($1000-

$4,999)
Tim Fitzsimons
Patrick F. Flaherty, in 

honor/memory of Jeanne M. 
Flaherty

Joe King
Benefactor ($500-$999)
Robert E. Curley
Jeannette and Michael 

Hamman
Charlotte Hanley, in memory of 

Tom Hanley
Dave and Pamela Harrington
Eileen G. Loranger
John McEnroe
Patron ($250-$499)
Mary K. Avery
Mary-Pat Carr, in honor/

memory of the Carr and 
Ferguson families

Bates Cook
John Denihan
Thomas and Jennifer Durkin
Ellen and Jim Jones, in 

honor/memory of Jim and 
Liz Jones and Arthur and 
Bea Birt

Mike Kelly
John P. Madden
Mary and Mike Massari, in 

honor/memory of John and 
Mary McGrath

Thomas and Mary McNamara, 
in honor/memory of the 
Shevlin Family

Mary Ellen Monahan
John and Mary Morrow, in 

honor of Margaret Wynne
Tom and Margi Rice
James T. Schaefer
Jeanine M. Sheehan
Unforgettable Edibles Catering
Advocate ($100 - $249)
Patrick Agnew
Michele Cleary Allen
Anonymous, in memory of 

Thomas and Nora Chambers
Michael Atkins, in memory of 

Fr. Ted Schmitt
Steve and Maureen Bailey
Patrick Barrett, in honor/

memory of Hugh O'Hara
Sharon Barson
Maureen and Jack Berry
Peter Carey
Bill and Margaret Casey
John and Eileen Chambers
Kevin Chapman and Meaghan 

McDonagh
Fr. Jack Clair

The Heritage Line Staff Kathleen O’Neill, Editor
Contributors: Meg Buchanan, Patrick Cannady, Theresa Choske, Karen Cook, Gene 

Cooney, Ellen Folan, Catherine Kelly, Mary Morris, Peggy Murphy, Sheila Murphy, Becky Tatz

John Collins
Matina Connolly, in honor/

memory of Morgan Pearse 
Connolly

Margaret Cooney
Patrick and Jodi Coyle
Michael and Mary Cremins
John and Patricia D'Alessandro
Joseph Dillman
David and Gloria Dooley
Pauline Duggan, in memory of 

Alan Duggan
Patrick and Kathleen Fergus
Brother Michael Flaherty, FSC
Michael J. Flaherty, in honor/

memory of Jeanne Flaherty
Dorothy Flynn
James Flynn
Dennis Foley
Mary Garrity, in honor/memory 

of Jim Garrity
Brigid Duffy Gerace
Shannon Grealy
Maureen McManamon 

Habel, in honor of the Frank 
McManamon Family

Daniel J. Hartnett
Robert M. Healy
Helene R. Hembreiker, in 

memory of my dear Irish 
mother Clara Frances

Mary T. Heneghan, in honor/
memory of Johnny Heneghan

Bridget Hurst
Arthur R. Johns, in honor/

memory of Ed Morley
Mary Kane
Harriet Kelly, in memory of 

James G. Kelly
John P. Kelly
Arnie and Sarah Lemke
Margaret M. Lombardo
Roger and Doris Lonergan
Tom Mahoney
Edward Malone
Mary Rose Malone, in honor/

memory of Ann Hegarty 
Malone

Fr. Dan McCarthy
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard McCau-

ley, in honor/memory of John 
and Kate Coyne

Noreen M. McGinley, in honor/
memory of James Finbarr 
McGinley

Marianne McGlynn
Susan McGrath and Family, in 

memory of Jim McGrath
Martin McMahon
Bridget E. McManamon
Michael McNamara
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Meade, in 

honor/memory of Patrick and 
Agnes O'Malley

Rev. James F. Moriarty

Julie and Tony Murphy
Margaret Tully Nicosia, in honor/

memory of Annie and Patrick 
Tully

Maureen Neylon
Veronica C. Norton
Greg O'Brien, in honor/memory 

of Mary Carol O'Brien
Thomas and Ann O'Brien
P. J. O'Dea
Si and Marge O'Donnell
Gerald P. O'Malley
Mary and Michael O'Malley
Kathleen B. O'Regan
Dr. Mary O'Reilly-Kehoe
Patrick Riordan
Mike and Meghan Roach
Bernard H. Ryan
Dan Ryan
Geri Schroeder
Schulz Family
William and Gloria Sedlacek, in 

memory of the Sedlacek and 
Brink families

Edward W. Sexton Sr.
Balbina Smalarz
Michael Smith
Catherine Thompson, in honor/

memory of Anne Walsh and 
John J. Thompson

Timothy and MaryAnn Tobin
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Trager
Nancy O'Keefe Twardak and 

Robert Twardak
George and Marguerite Wenzel
Joan and Robert Yohanan
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Zacharia
Anonymous (2)
Friend (up to $99)
Mary Lourdes Bird
Black Bear Academy 
Maureen Brennan, in memory of 

Norah Brennan
Susan M. Bresnahan, in honor/

memory of Irma L. Bresnahan
Carol Broderick
Terrence P. Burke
John M. and Katie B. Clarke
Catherine Corfield, in memory of 

Bridie Meyers
Mary Jane Crowe
Mary Beth Crowley
Ms. Judy Dever, in memory of 

Catherine Lally
Rosaleen Dillon
Arthur and Jacqueline Dixon
Patrick and Mary Dolan, in 

memory of Nora and Dan 
McRedmond

Linda Anne Dougherty
Ms. Alice E Dungan, in 

honor/memory of M.J. and A.M. 
Dungan

Nancy and Mike Erskine
Russell Evans, in honor of Celtic 

Thunder
Patrick J. Fallon, in honor/

memory of Margaret M. Fallon
James Farrell
Sheila Finley, in honor/memory of 

John P. Finley
Nancy A. Flannery
Patricia L Fraser
Therese (Terry) Gavin, in honor/

memory of Gill Gavin
Ann and Jim Geraghty, in honor/

memory of Rose and James 
Smith

John Gollogly
John Ross Harrington
Ruth and Patrick Harrison
Florence Hurter
Patrick Kelly
Dianne Kippes
Sharon Kemerer
Mary C Lannon, in honor/memory 

of Patrick McLoughlin
Jack Lydon
Vincent Lynn
Donald L. Mahoney
James Malone, in honor/memory 

of Edward Hegarty
Annamae Calkins Marinez
Margie McCue, in honor/memory 

of Mike Kneafsey
Joe and Patti McDonagh, in 

honor/memory of Andy 
McDonagh

Sheila and Terry McGovern
Mary McGowan
Timothy V. McGree
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mellon
Marcella Mencotti
Herbert K. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. James P Mostyn
Marguerite T. Mullen
Mary Mullen
Dayle Murphy, in honor/memory 

of James T. Murphy
Jane Murray, in memory of John 

Murray
Gerald L. O'Donnell
Thomas and Mary Ellen O'Malley
J. Blair Raftree
Richardson Family
William and Rita Roberts
Kieran M. Rohan
Margaret Romberg
Peg Romberg
Margaret Roppolo
Eva Sheehan
Ronald and Angela Stancy
Mr. T. Travers
Colleen and Clint Trent
Sandra Woodhouse-Jacob, in 

memory of Patrick "Paraic" 
McDonagh

Vincent Wroblewski Jr.
Shannon Zalinski, in honor of 

John O'Grady
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Resolution: A Delight 
for the Lovers of Stories

Review by Terence Boyle
With a strong cast of actors, 

director Diana Raiselis brings 

to life Heather McNama and 
Nancy Nyman’s play.  The story, 
though a little incredulous for 

the time (late 19th 
C), requires a sus-
pension of belief 
that only works if 
the story is good, 
and this one is 
good.  Once one 
gets over the initial 
hurdle posed by 
the playwrights, 
the real action of 
the play speaks for 
itself.  Highlighting 
the victimization 
of those the many 
who judge love 
with a blinkered 
sense of morality, 

the playwrights invite us to en-
gage with a theme that is perhaps 
seems a little dated now, except 
in very rural areas, which is, who 
has the right to legislate whom 
we can love.

It’s a story, and it draws us in 
only because the actors embody 
each of their characters with 
enthusiasm and conviction.  
Edward Fraim, as Harrison, is 
especially good as husband to 
his morally conflicted wife, Mar-
garet (Amber Snyder), an Irish 
housemaid.  Together these two 
characters represent the two ends 

of a moral spectrum that re-
main polarized throughout the 
play.  Aneisa Hicks, as Han-
nah, and Tiffany Mitchenor, 
as Jack, are wonderful as the 
married couple with an al-
luring secret.  Together, they 
intrigue us, win us over, until 
we become drawn beyond 
the confines of their drawing 
room, and into the intimacy of 
their bedroom lives.

This is a play that is worth 
seeing simply because it tells 
a good story.
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Taking the Stage
About two years ago I got the 

acting bug.  I blame Harrison 
Ford.  

As many people know, the 
son of an Irish American father 
and Jewish mother was born in 
Chicago and later grew up in the 
suburbs before going to Wiscon-
sin for college where he got the 
acting bug his senior year.

He dropped out weeks before 
graduation and starting acting 
professionally at a summer stock 
theater 90 miles north of Chicago 
in Williams Bay by Lake Geneva.

When I moved to that town 
several years ago I did a lot of 
research on that summer of 1964 
while the same time his aban-
doned theater, The Belfry, was 
saved from the wrecking ball and 
reopened just this past summer.

Excitement about that and all 
the pre-production hype about 
a new Star Wars movie starring 
Ford got me thinking about the 
acting craft and how it might be 
fun to give it another try after 
having done community theater 
once in Wheaton, Illinois back in 
the 1990’s.

I first tested the water by join-
ing the live radio theater troupe 
at my new radio station in Keno-
sha (itself the birthplace of Orson 
Welles), trading in my news-
man’s persona for the chance to 
take on several roles that unlike 
other such groups, is truly live 
and truly on the radio.

WGTD-FM’s 91.9 Players, 
named for the station’s main 
frequency, has been doing award-
winning original radio presenta-
tions for more than a decade, 
running the gamut from drama 
to comedy to history along with 
send-ups of famous radio and 
television productions.

In two years some of my more 
well-known roles have been 
playing Bob Hope in a Christmas 

variety show, Colonel Klink in 
a new Hogan’s Heroes episode, 
starring as popular 1950’s insur-
ance investigator Johnny Dollar 
as well as the lead character in 
The Great Gildersleeve.  

Many of the shows are done 
at the WGTD studios in a large 
classroom at Gateway Technical 
College, others are in Delavan, 
Wisconsin at Lake Lawn Lodge, 
a location for popular big band 
national radio shows dating back 
to the 1930’s.

In nearly three years of this 
newfound avocation I’ve also 
appeared in a murder mystery 
theater at Lake Lawn, portrayed 
Orson Welles’ fiery grandfather 
in a Kenosha weekend cemetery 
tour, and done several one-act 
plays at a coffeehouse in Williams 
Bay.  Getting paid for the Bay 
gig meant that I too had joined 

Harrison Ford as being first pro-
fessionally paid for acting in that 
lakeside town!

As for the stage, I’ve had rela-
tively early success winning parts 
in auditions in both Southeastern 
Wisconsin and Northern Illinois, 
some consisting of two lines, oth-
ers of two entire acts.

Currently I’m appearing as the 
judge in To Kill a Mockingbird at 
Waukesha Civic Theatre through 
November 13.  

The whole process of being in 
a production has fun parallels to 
the motion picture process that 
I observed as the new Star Wars 
film rolled out.

Auditions are so much fun 
I wish I could go to them on a 
weekly basis.  Technically one 
could I suppose, but turning 
down directors because you were 
already in another play is a bad 
career move!  The unwritten rule 
is that you best be a team player 
and just as happy to receive an 
ensemble non-speaking role as 
to be the star of the show.

Great teamwork is involved 
and there’s great fun in meet-
ing fellow-minded people with 
creativity and talent.  Just like 

in the movies, after being cast 
you get to sit in a circle at the 
“read-through” and go through 
the script out loud, meeting your 
new associates for a two-month 
endeavor along the way.

Having a publicity picture 
taken for the newspaper and 
lobby display is ego-boosting as 
is getting fussed over and fitted 
out for a costume.  

You don’t have to put up with 
the stress or relocation of a full-
time acting career but commuting 
to different cities and towns does 
give some of the same joys.  The 
thrills of learning a new down-
town, studying your script at 
a little bistro before rehearsal, 

seeing the performance space for 
the first time are all pleasures I’ve 
enjoyed in six different areas now, 
all within an hour’s drive time.

There’s also of course the ex-
perience of performing, with 
hopefully the same goal that Har-
rison Ford and other actors speak 
of—the ability to give something 
of value and entertainment to the 
people that came out to see you 
and your fellow actors.

I’ve especially enjoyed doing 
a range of accents on the stage 
and behind the microphone, from 
German and British to Brook-
lyn, Southern and Texan.  Who 
knows?  If I keep at this, I may 
even get to do an Irish lilt or two!
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Eulogy of Edward F. McElroy
October 17,  2016 

St. Germaine Church
By Aderman Ed Burke
In 1946 Frank Capra produced 

and directed a motion picture 
entitled “It’s a wonderful life”- It 
starred Jimmy Stewart and Donna 
Reed- a few of us here this morn-
ing have seen that iconic motion 
picture- If I were to choose a title 
for my remarks about Ed McElroy 

today I would borrow that title 
and adapt it slightly to “What a 
Wonderful Life.”

  While we gather here in this 
sacred place to mourn Ed’s pass-
ing, in truth we are celebrating his 
wonderful life and is there anyone 
here who wouldn’t sign on the dot-
ted line if God would grant us 91 
years never an illness until the last 
few days. It was Tom Brokaw the 
noted journalist and author who 
coined the phrase “the greatest 
generation” and indeed Ed was a 
member of that generation- he was 
a patriot, brave, trustworthy, faith-
ful and served his nation

so well. He marched off to World 
War II along with millions of other 
women and men and they returned 
to their homes and families to fash-
ion the greatest nation ever known 
to mankind. While Ed would 
have the privilege of associating 
with patriarchs and Presidents, 
Senators, Judges and Generals 
and Governors, he was never far 
removed from his roots in Visita-
tion Parish or his childhood home 
at the corner of Garfield Boulevard 
and Morgan Street.

Each of us has an Ed McEiory 
story, but one which has been told 
and retold time and time again 
in our neighborhood might be 

worth retelling today. As many of 
you know, Ed’s neighbor in that 
building on the Boulevard was 
legendary Judge John J. Sullivan, 
a political powerhouse in Chicago 
and Cook County in the 20s, 30s, 
and 40s. The Sullivan family lived 
on the 2”d floor and the McElroy 
family lived on the first floor. As 
the story goes, one day Ed knocked 
on the judge’s door with an urgent 

Commander” as I called him was 
indeed one of a kind. Thousands 
of radio listeners in the Chicago-
land area became familiar with 
his reassuring voice as he took to 
the airwaves in the 1950s, 60, and 
70s and no political leader of our 
times didn’t know Ed. No one 
handed the Commander his suc-
cesses- he worked hard for them 
and he became a legend in his own 
time. He refused to dwell on disap-
pointments and always was ready 

with a smile and confident 
handshake. To borrow an old 
phrase, he never met a person 
he didn’t like. This Chicago 
legend will be greatly missed 
but long remembered. One 
other comment I’d like to share 
with you was his automobile 
parking habit. Young Ed told 
me that years ago he had a con-
versation with his dad and he 
asked him if he had ever paid 
for a parking place in a garage. 
The Commander hesitated for 
a minute and then replied- 

Yeah I think one time in Cleveland, 
Ohio- well that leads me to an im-
age I have, if ever we find ourselves 
at the pearly gates, there will be a 
big Cadillac parked right in front in 
a heavenly no parking zone with a 
Chicago police button sitting in the 
back window and Illinois license 
plate 185 proudly displayed for all 
to see. On Thursday October 13th 
at Rush Hospital the Commander 
donned a new suit. One which will 
never be borrowed or altered and 
never wear out. He is cloaked in 
the eternal light of his Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ who said well 
done my good and faithful servant. 
You have reaped the rewards of 
your life so well lived and well 
served.

What a wonderful life! May God 
grant you Eternal Rest, Command-
er, and may your soul and the souls 
of all the faithfully departed.

Rest in Peace.

Ed and Rita McElroy
request- he needed to borrow a 
suit for an important event. It just 
so happened, that Judge Sullivan 
had a son Jack who was close in 
age to Ed - however Eddie was 
about 5 foot 9 and the Judge’s son 
was about 6 foot two -Old Judge 
Sullivan said go ahead Edward 
pick a suit from Jack’s closet and 
so he did. Sometime later the suit 
was returned and the old Judge 
though no more of it until one 
day when his son, Jack, had need 
of the suit and put it on much to 
his chagrin as he walked into the 
front room where the Judge was 
seated, the sleeves came down to 
the middle of his forearms and the 
trouser cuffs were up to his shins. 
Apparently Eddie had the suit 
altered- But at least he returned it. 

  In the law there is a term- Sui 
Generis which translates to “one 
of a kind.” Ed McElroy or “the 
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He’s In
Ireland Now
by Cliff Carlson

Upon buying Irish American 
News in November of 1992, 
one of my first advertisers was 
Mr. Edward F. McElroy, who 
helped  judges, and politicians 
on the Democratic ticket get 
elected. He had a friendly but 
stern demeanor, a no nonsense 
approach to life and it’s give 
and take, and he could come 
across at times as hard-boiled, 
and tough as the streets of Chi-
cago. But once you measured 
up, he was a true friend who 
looked out for you, even better 
than you did for yourself! Every 
election season Ed would get 
out his huge Rolodex and call 
me and push me to call so and 
so and so and so for advertising. 
That’s the kind of guy Ed was.

I met treasurers, comptrol-
lers, secretary of state, mayors, 
judges, and up and comers 
like Barack Obama  and Bar-
rett Pederson through Ed. I 
met publishers and editors of 
other newspapers like Todd 
Wessel of the Journal and Top-
ics newspaper, Tom Gavin of 
Southtown News, Inside Pub-
lications owner, Ron Roenigk, 
owner of Inside Publications, 
and Bob Olszewskii of the Bev-
erly Review. Many of the above 
were pall bearers at his funeral.

He was a long time radio an-
nouncer in the 1950’s, through 
the 1970’s, but when that career 
was over he didn’t sit still. 
Yes, he was a political state-
gist until the end, but he was 
also a television personality at 
Comcast and he kept his show 
on the air until his final days. 
He would call me and ask me 
to be on the show from time to 
time, but he would also ask me 
who I thought would like to ap-
pear on his show, and many of 
them did. The latest was Gene 
Cooney, President of the Irish 
American Heritage Center.

The man had style! Those of 
you who travel in Irish circles 
know what I mean. We have 
two Ed’s in town who ALWAYS  
dressed impeccably. McElroy 
was one. Alderman Ed Burke 

is the other! Full suits, neatly 
folded handkerchiefs, beauti-
fully tied ties, many times with 
a tie pin involved down to the 
polished shoes and never a hair 
out of place!

Ed and his wife, Rita, were 
the most active couple I know, 
and i don’t know where they 
found the energy to do all they 
did. They attended political and 
publishing functions, plays, 
and sporting events including 
the Cubs, The White Sox, and 
the Black Hawks games. They 
could run circles around most 
of us!

Ed would offer me Cubs or 
Blackhawk tickets once in a 
while, and I’d go with someone 
else or meet Rita and himself 
there. When Ed offered me 
White Sox tickets, I couldn’t tell 
him I wasn’t a huge fan, and 
from time to time I would ac-
cept! Thanks to Ed, I discovered 
the place was vastly improved 
from my first disappointing 
visit there after old Comiskey 
Park came down.

But his biggest love outside of 
Rita and his family, I think was 
golf. He would get his exercise, 
and he would connect people 
who could help each other. He 
put together some great four-
somes which might include a 
retired police superintendent, 
a publisher, and government 
officials of every sort.

You needed two things if you 
golfed with Ed. A telephone 
and patience! If you were driv-
ing around the course in Ed’s 
cart, he would invariably ask 
to use your phone, and he 
would purposely leave you 
somewhere to walk to the next 
ball because he felt you needed 
the exercise!

I tried for at least the last five 
years to get Ed to take Rita to 
Ireland. He hesitated because 
he was worried about the rare 
time that they might have to go 
to the hospital. As Irish as he 
was, and he was to the core, he 
never made it to Ireland. 

The golf course and walking 
probably added ten years to 
his life. I can’t measure what he 
added to mine. I’d like to think 
that he’s in Ireland Now!

Ed McElroy 
Memorial Golf Outing 

SAVE THE DATE! 
July 20, 2017, Palos Country Club 

13100 SW Hwy, Orland Park, IL 60462 
 

In honor of Ed, Irish American News will be 
hosting a golf outing on Ed’s birthday which we 

hope to make an annual event. 
Part of the proceeds will go to support  one 

of  Ed’s favorite charities, the 100 Club, which 
supports the families of first responders - police 

officers, firefighters, and paramedics.
www.100clubchicago.org. For more information 

or to register for the outing, call cliff at 847-872-0700

Front Row: (l to r) Lily McElroy, Ed McElroy, Demi Merikas McElroy, Ed McElroy Jr. 
Rita McElroy, Danny McElroy. Back Row: (l to r) Megan Kirkwood, Jack Kirkwood, 
Beth Kirkwood, Mike Kirkwood, tim Kirkwood. Other pics: Ed and some of his friends!
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Time to 
Change and Heal

As I prepare to submit this 
month’s reflection, the blogo-

sphere, Internet and most of the 
news channels are still dealing 
with the aftermath of Trump’s 
worst weekend since becoming the 
GOP nominee for President.   

The exodus of a large number of 
major GOP figures from the Trump 
supporters club and the silence of 
the majority of the republican lead-
ership, leave most thinking people 
with the impression that barring a 

major stumble on her part, Hilary 
Clinton will almost certainly be 
the winner of the 2016 race for the 
White House. 

This has been a very divisive 
general election, the likes of which 
this country has never witnessed 
before. We have seen candidate 
trump impress in only one catego-
ry. Unfortunately, for the country 
the impression he left to the world 
was not in a positive one. Trump 
ran his campaign like an egoma-
niac that was not clearly the kind 
of person we want to be our com-
mander in chief. The only title that 
he was likely to receive was that of 
“insulter in chief.” 

With that in mind, it is now time 
for our country to move forward. 
The next four years are going to be 
interesting to watch. And one of 
the first tasks of our new President 
will be the enormous task of trying 
to both introduce change on the 
one hand, and, on the other hand 
to try and bring about healing for 
a divided country. This is no small 
task and for Mrs. Clinton, who is 
now seen as the odds on favorite, it 
will be a chance for her to convince 
the skeptics that she can reach out 
and be a champion for the entire 
country. In particular, can she work 
with the Republican leadership to 
enact common sense policies for 
the good of the majority? Will she 
be able to deliver on her election 
promises? Can she reach across the 
isle to mend the stalemate in D.C.?

Looking at Hillary Clinton’s 
web site, it is clear that she has 
a very comprehensive plan for 
her first term in office. This cov-
ers areas from keeping America 
safe to, working with our allies 
abroad to, providing support for 
working mothers, to reforming the 
criminal justice and tax systems, to 
comprehensive immigration re-
form and many others. Let’s hope 
and pray that she is successful in 
finding pragmatic Republicans in 
Congress who are willing to leave 
obstructionism behind and work 
for the good of all our people.

The Law of the Garbage Truck
One day I hopped in a taxi and 

we took off for the airport. We were 
driving in the right lane when sud-
denly a black car jumped out of a 

parking space right in front of us.
My taxi driver slammed on his 

brakes, skidded, and missed the 
other car by just inches!

The driver of the other car 
whipped his head around and 
started yelling at us!

My taxi driver just smiled and 
waved at the guy. And I mean, re-
ally friendly. So I asked, “Why did 
you just do that? This guy almost 
ruined your car and sent us to the 
hospital!”

This is when my taxi driver 
taught me what I now call, “The 
Law of the Garbage Truck.”

He explained that many people 
are like garbage trucks. They run 
around full of garbage (frustra-
tion, anger, and disappointment, 
etc.). As their garbage piles up, 
they need a place to dump it and 
sometimes they’ll dump it on you.

Don’t take it personally. Just 
smile, wave, wish them well, and 
move on. Don’t take their garbage 
and spread it to other people at 
work, at home, or on the streets.

The bottom line is that successful 
people do not let garbage trucks 
take over their day. Life’s too short 
to wake up in the morning with 
regrets, so… love the people who 
treat you right & pray for the ones 
who don’t. Life is ten percent what 
you make it and ninety percent 
how you take it!

Have a blessed, garbage-free 
day.

Author Unknown
Should you have any comments, 

questions or suggestions, please 
feel free to contact me at: sliabha-
noir@gmail.com Galway Committee of Chicago Sister Cities International | William Gainer, Co-Chair | Billy Lawless, Sr, Co-

Chair | William Bauer | Ann Bourke | Gabrielle Buckley | Daniel Casey | Edward Coffey | Chip Collopy | Dolores 

Connolly | William Cowhey | Tim Cruse | Anne Durkin | John Filan | John P. Goggin | Mary Gorski | Colleen Grace | 

Patrick Hagan | John D. Hartigan | Jack Hartman | James Hayes | Austin Kelly | Sheila Lamb | John McCormick | 

Frances McMahon | Michael J. McNicholas | Anthony Mourek | Karole Mourek | Gerry O'Connor | Mary O'Connor | 

Brian O'Dea | William O'Donaghue | Thomas O'Gorman | Paul B. O'Kelly | Cynthia Resser | Patrick Ryan | 

Julie Shea | Margaret Tower | John Walsh | David Wheeler | Event Co-Chairs | Dan Lehr | John Wrenn

$80 per person | $800 per table

The Turf Club 2:10pm Racing Begins

Purchase tickets by calling 312-201-4533
Or by visiting ChicagoSisterCities.com/Events

$20 
Raffle 
Tickets

A luxury trip for two 
to Ireland and many more!

    Hawthorne Race Course                12:45pm Doors Open

Lunch • Live Thoroughbred Racing
Raffle Prizes • Silent Auction • Irish Entertainment

Presented by the Galway Committee of 
Chicago Sister Cities International

A Day at the Races
November 12, 2016

In Honor of Frank McMahon
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The Chicago St. Patrick’s Day 
Parade Committee’s trip to 
Ireland was enjoyed by all 
who attended.
1. Kathleen Saccia, Michele 
and Jim Coyne in Kinsale
2. Loni Kelly steps back in time 
with a couple of large Irish 
wolfhounds at Ashford Castle.
3. The entire group enjoyed the 
Merry Plough Boy 
Pub/Restaurant.
4. Former Irish Consul General 
of Chicago, Aidan Cronin (left) 
with Austin Kelly and James 
Coyne of the St. Patrick’s 
Day Parade Committee  at the 
home of Ireland’s President, 
Michael Higgins.
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Funeral Homes
4727 W. 103rd Street 
Oak Lawn IL 60453

All phones: 708-636-1193
Owned by SCI Illinois Services, Inc.

Blake-Lamb

Autumn is here and the outdoor festival 
season is over. Got to see some tremen-
dous bands play this year. We Banjo 3 
seemed to be everyone’s favorite, with 
Socks in the Frying Pan a close second. 
Runa and Goitse were solidly popular 
and Gaelic Storm continued to pack folks 
in. There weren’t as many cds released 
this year as in past years but what was 

released was pure gold. 
As a result I’ve decided to 
follow the example of our 
beloved Uncle Bill Marge-
son and release a rating of 
cds from this year in the 
December column. Any-
one wishing to weigh in 

on my decisions should contact me before 
15 November with your views, you won’t 
necessarily sway my decision but I’ll give 
you credit and a shoutout for trying. 

Meanwhile I still have new releases to 
talk about, one arrived as I sat down to 
type this, gossip to spread and hopes for 
the future to discuss, so let’s get to it.

Ever since retired Edinburgh police of-
ficer Ian Green started Greentrax Records 

(www.greentrax.com) in 1986 it has been 
the label that produced the absolute best 
in Scottish music. If you wanted the hot-
test Scottish releases at any given time, it 
was a sure bet that the majority would be 
Greentrax. 2016 marks the 30th anniver-
sary of the label, and to mark the occa-
sion, Greentrax has released “Greentrax 
30th Anniversary The Special Projects” 
a two cd collection of tracks taken from 
their fine collection 
of special complia-
tions released over 
the last 30 years. 
Ranging from “Far, 
Far From Ypres”, 
their collection of 
songs from World 
War I to “The King 
Has Landed” their 
collection of songs 
from the Jacobite 
risings and includ-
ing wonderful bits 
from oddities such as “No Pasaran, Scots 
in the Spanish Civil War” this collection 
is more that extremely listenable music, 
it’s the history of Scotland and a listing of 
all the diligently researched and recorded 
collections still available from this legend-
ary label. I have raved for years that our 
music, I’m being very inclusive here, con-

sists of more than mere notes and words, 
but that the history, the feelings, the pain 
and the joy have to be included to really 
appreciate and understand. Greentrax 
Recordings collections are the ultimate 
in providing the background information 
for  where the music came from so we can 
understand what’s being said and where 
we are going with it. Nobody does it bet-
ter than Greentrax and this new 2 cd set 

is a perfect example 
of what I’m talking 
about.

There are uil-
leann pipers who 
produce nothing 
but the finest of re-
corded music and 
I’m pleased to say 
that one of the most 
adventurous uille-
ann piper has pro-
duced and released 
another in his long 

string of outstanding recordings. John 
McSherry (www.johnmcsherry.com) has 
just released “The Seven Suns” and it is 
a total exercise in pushing the boundar-
ies and examining new ideas in piping. 
Recording with Niamh Dunne, Michael 
McColdrick, Seán Óg Graham and Sean 
Warren, McSherry has created another re-
cording that will inspire some, aggravate 
others and leave music fans, like myself, 
with big old smiles on our faces as we lis-
ten to the cutting edge of uilleann piping. 
McSherry has recorded some of the best 
stuff out there and The Seven Suns is yet 
another gem in his crown, a very bright 
gem indeed.

Gossip time brings us to one of my 
favorite festivals, that I have attended 
faithfully for over 30 years and that’s the 
Irish American Heritage Center festival 
in July. It was the talk of the center the 
other evening as I shared a pint with a few 
of my cronies. Word has it that  you can 
catch me in the shopthey have snagged 
some of the top musicians in the trade for 
this years festival. Can’t say yet just who 
but you can bet I’ll be crowing from the 
rooftop if this story turns out to be true! 
Meanwhile, plan to come to the Christmas 
Bazaar at the Center on Sunday Decem-
ber 4th. Mass  in the morning for those 
that want it, breakfast in the morning for 
those that want it (I do!) and a lovely day 
of shopping and fellowship. I’ll be there 
in my booth. 

In the meantime you can catch me in 
the shop, 630834-8108 or online store@
rampantlion.com

Slainté

The Gift That Lasts!
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It Starts
With A Song
               By Joe McShane 

Hello Everyone,
Hope you had a great October and 

a scary Halloween!I spent most of 
last month in Galena performing at 
the Irish Cottage. Great time was had, 
meeting different people from almost 
across the globe. Great fodder for 
writing. Also, I really enjoyed playing 
music with my son Declan, for the 
children at the iBam weekend which 
is held at the Irish American Heritage 
Center. We brought some shakers, 
tambourines etc and it was great fun. I 
believe, children, although we may not 
always realize it, soak up information 
and retain it. Congratulations to Cliff 
and Cathy Carlson and all involved 
in the iBam weekend. Long may you 
continue this great work.

Gotta give a shout out to my cousin, 
Owen Martin, Silverbridge, CoAr-
magh. After doing the Chicago and 
Belfast Marathon, Owen has since 
done the Ironman triathlon seven 
times. An Ironman Triathlon is one 
of a series of long-distance triathlon 
races organized by the World Triath-
lon Corporation (WTC), consisting of 
a 2.4-mile (3.86 km) swim, a 112-mile 
(180.25 km) bicycle ride and a mara-
thon 26.22-mile (42.20 km) run, raced 
in that order and without a break. 
Owen, we are all very proud of you.

Back in 2001, I had a visit from a dear 
friend, who lives in Connemara. His 
name is Padaig O’Sabhain. Him and 
I did a road trip to Pine Ridge, South 
Dakota and Little Big Horn, Montana. 
Padraig had befriended some native 
American Chiefs and we set off to 
meet up with them. These people 
are so wise. I was really blown away 
with their stories and outlook on life. 
Padraig, spoke very highly of a Lakota 
Sioux woman, JoAnn Tall. I was lucky 
enough to meet her on our trip. She 
is a very natured human being. The 
best way I can describe my feelings 
upon meeting her was, it felt like I was 
meeting another Mother Teresa. She 
had just lost her son about two months 
before (from epileptic complications) 
but still she made us very welcome 
in her very humble home. Her ac-
commodation was a room inside a 

home for the elderly 
native Americans. 
JoAnn lives there 
and cares for her 
people who love her 
dearly. I wish I could 
have stayed there 
longer. She was such 

a graceful person and I was very af-
fected by this wonderful lady. Padraig 
told me how JoAnn had taken a trip 
to Ireland, to take part in the annual 
Famine Walk, from Louisburgh to 
Doolough. It’s where approximately 
six hundred starving women, men and 
children walked to a mansion, known 
as Delphi Lodge. They were in search 
of help and food. Where within the 
aristocracy sat and dined and refused 
to acknowledge the starving people. 
So they had to start the long walk 
back in the cold month of February 
1849. Over half of them died along 
their journey home. Some of which 
rolled down into the lough. I must 
note here that a lot of politicians take 
part in the walk. The majority of them  
seem to think it’s important to be seen 
there. On the other hand, for JoAnn 
Tall, it was a spiritual experience. I got 
together with my dear friend Jordan 
Mogey and we wrote a song called  
‘Louisburgh to Doolough’  (Pine Ridge 
To Wounded Knee.) As Thanksgiving 
is coming up, I thought it fitting to 
make it this month’s song. 

I spoke with Declan Nerney on the 
phone today, he was on tour in Scot-
land with his band. I will be doing an 
interview with him for next month’s 
column. Declan is one of Ireland’s fin-
est singer/musicians/songwriter and 
an Irish treasure. 

As always be good to one another 
and a very happy Thanksgiving,

Joe          

‘Louisburgh to Doolough’
(Pine Ridge To Wounded Knee)
© Copyright 2016 Joe McShane

© Copyright 2016 Jordan Mogey
V1

There’s a sacred walk in Ireland from Louisburgh to Doolough
In memory of the perished who fell there long ago

Six hundred starving people, women, men and children 
Less than half returned from that mansion to their homes

Chorus
Fifteen miles from Louisburgh to Doolough

Fifteen miles there and back again
On that February day in eighteen forty nine

Three hundred souls were lost there in the glen
V2

She came all the way from the Pine Ridge reservation
To walk the sacred walk of Irish suffering and pain

Her name was JoAnn Tall from the tribe of the ‘Lakota’
She knew both our peoples had suffered much the same

Chorus
Fifteen miles from Louisburgh to Doolough
5 miles from Pine Ridge to Wounded Knee
In the year of 1890, December twenty nine

Three hundred souls were lost there by the creek
V3

Before departing Ireland she stopped in County Cavan
Where a man named Philip Sheridan was born

She stood among the rubble of is home of long ago
And forgave him for his savagery and scorn

Chorus
Fifteen miles from Louisburgh to Doolough
5 miles from Pine Ridge to Wounded Knee
In the year of 1890, December twenty nine

Three hundred souls were lost there by the creek
Bridge

So don’t forget to smile you politicians
Once a year when the cameras in your face

All you’re really after is your picture in the paper
So go back to your mansions in disgrace

Go back to your mansions in disgrace
Chorus

Fifteen miles from Louisburgh to Doolough
5 miles from Pine Ridge to Wounded Knee

In the year of 1890 and the year of 89
Six hundred souls were lost because of greed
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By Maurice Fitzpatrick

View 
From Ireland

Irish Authors
List your books at

www.theirishbookclub.com

Fill out the form at

www.theirishbookclub.com
or give Cliff a call at

847-872-0700

• Full Bio's
• Picture of Book(s)
• Picture of Author
• Direct Link to Where to Buy
• Reviews
• Audio
• Video Links...
...the Whole Nine Yards

For Just $65 
One Time Fee
and Only $15 for Each Additional Book

Great Irish 
Reportage

Ireland has a greater than av-
erage proportion of newspaper 
readers, ranking in the top 30 
countries in the world. Walking 
down the street or sidling up to 
a bar with a newspaper under 
one’s elbow is a mark of culture 
and discernment. Yet there is an 
Irish penchant to dismiss news-
papers with the same avidity 
with which they are read: “there 
is never anything in this”, “I 
don’t know why I bother with 
this rag”. Then there is the 
endearing newspaper reader 
who since the particular paper 
published such and such a story 
“would never read that again”, 
or the contemptuous public af-
fairs commentator who “only 

reads it because I am profession-
ally obliged”. The same people 
will be found outside a newsa-
gent shuffling to keep warm on 
a winter’s morning in advance 
of the delivery of the dailies 
and will deeply envy the late 
night television presenters who 
get to hold the following day’s 
newspapers on the eve of their 
publication. Whether the pose 
against it is dignified or feigned, 
there is no denying the hunger in 
Ireland for solid reportage, and 
John Horgan has done us all a 
favour by compiling a volume, 
Great Irish Reportage, to attempt 
to satiate the insatiable. 

There are many surprises in 
this book. Former editor of The 
Irish Times, R.M. Smyllie, in an 
extended travel piece in 1936 
on Hitler ’s country getaway 

in Bavaria, writes lovingly of 
‘The Fuehrer’s Unpretentious 
Villa’. While he voices misgiv-
ings about Hitler’s politics, they 
do not obfuscate a thorough 
appreciation of the landscape, 
the customs and manner of the 
people of Obersalzberg, and of 
Hitler’s taste in locations.

Smyllie cut an unusual figure 
at the Times: having dictated 
the day’s editorial in Gregorian 
chant, Smyllie would repair to 
the pub where he was easily 
spotted for one distinctive fea-
ture of apparel. On her deathbed 
Smyllie’s mother made him vow 
never to touch another glass of 
whiskey. He agreed and spent 
the rest of his life drinking his 
balls of malt while wearing a 
white glove.

Smyllie was the editor who 
first gave Myles na gCopaleen a 
slot as a columnist. For all the pa-
thos associated with the way na 
gCopaleen’s life developed, still 
a dimple buttons the cheek to 
remember that Ireland’s greatest 
journalist opened his publishing 
career for The Bell with the sen-
tence: “In the last ten years there 
has been a marked change in the 
decor of boozing in Dublin.” No 
better man to have observed it.

An encounter between the 
UK’s diplomatic representative 
to Ireland during WWII and 
the then Taoiseach, Éamon De 
Valera, provides a surprising 
source of comedy in this book. 
John Maffey, who had the unen-

viable task of trying to persuade 
De Valera of something, relates 
the substance of the exchange 
almost as a dramatic dialogue. 
The conversation, conducted 
in classical diplomatic fashion, 
centres on the use of language: 
whether “representative” can 
be admissible to refer to a Brit-
ish emissary. On his way out, to 
ensure that the road would rise 
to meet Maffey, De Valera points 
at the Northern part of Ireland 
on the map and states “that is the 
real source of all our trouble”.

Louis MacNeice covers the 
President JFK 1963 visit to his 
ancestral sod with characteristic 
irreverence. MacNeice’s inability 
to keep up with the White House 
entourage may have been attrib-
utable to his choice of Brendan 
Behan’s brother as his running 
mate. Yet MacNeice manages to 
capture something of the awe 
that the first visit of a sitting US 
president on Irish soil inspired. 
MacNeice also registers the 
wonder of JFK being choppered 
around at a time when helicop-
ters to most Irish people were 
more commonly associated with 
Leonardo da Vinci’s notebooks.  

A famous article by Conor 
Cruise O’Brien on ‘GUBU’, a 
disparaging acronym for the first 
government led by Haughey, 
has not aged well: too much of 
the Cruiser’s sneer and, beneath 
it, the sour grapes of a politician 
ousted by Haughey. In a book 
such as this, Haughey’s legacy 

deserved a broader focus. By 
contrast, Con Houlihan is time-
less in his creating a verbal 
opera from Croke Park, describ-
ing how Kerry football greats 
(Eoin ‘The Bomber ’ Liston, 
Jack O’Shea) repulse Dublin’s 
onslaught.

Olivia O’Leary, who also 
contributes a Foreword to this 
volume, gleans an Argentinian 
point of view on the Falklands 
invasion. O’Leary wrote for 
The Irish Times while Haughey 
was Taoiseach—he had made a 
spectacular stir by backing the 
Argentinian invasion, embar-
rassing his diplomats in the 
year in which Ireland held a 
seat on the UN Security Council. 
O’Leary brings a very Irish view 
on the conflict just as some on 
Buenos Aires streets challenge 
her to defend the Irish for their 
timidity in dealing with Britain.

Cocking her ear as she mean-
ders through the streets of Bue-
nos Aires, O’Leary bears witness 
to the machismo that animates 
the war with Britain, and to the 
rapidly shifting sands of the 
Galtieri government’s policy. 
The British, not blameless for 
the contested ownership of the 
windswept irrelevancies, inflat-
ed news sheets so full of patriotic 
rhetoric that they might have 
burst open. Witness, for instance, 
the British ambassador to Argen-
tina whose parting shot as he 
withdrew from the embassy in 
Buenos Aires under the cover of 
the Swiss guard: “They’ve got to 
learn that they can’t treat a major 
power like this”. What bearing 
that comment had on Britain is 
not elaborated. The final word 
on the British-Argentinian face-
off over the Falklands should 
rest with the Argentinian vision-
ary, Jorge Luis Borges: “Two bald 
men fighting over a comb”.

By the late 1970s and early 
1980s Irish journalism under-
went an enormous change and 
began to  relentlessly challenge 
orthodoxies of reportage, find-
ing new fora in which to do so. 
I will return to great Irish report-
age in my next column. 

Great Irish Reportage edited 
by John Horgan is published by 
Penguin Ireland
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We at Catholic Charities join all Chi-
cagoans in profound concern about the 
rising violence in our city, and about 
the rising boldness and brazenness of 
perpetrators.  Many of Catholic Chari-
ties’ program sites are located in the very 
neighborhoods that witness these heinous 
acts, and we understand all too well the 
tremendous negative impact of violence, 
especially on children.

At our 99th Annual Meeting of the 
Board of Advisors last month, Catholic 
Charities released a white paper on the 
impact of violence on children (www.
catholiccharities.net/publications).   We 
developed the paper because while there 
is a great deal of public attention on the 
violent acts themselves, there is not much 
attention on the long-term impacts of the 
violence.  It is important that government 
officials, community leaders, people of 
faith, and all citizens understand that 
when children witness or are victims of 
violence, it can deeply effect their long-
term emotional, physical, and academic 
well-being—and perpetuate the cycle of 
violence.   Understanding these effects 
is key to developing a comprehensive 
strategy to mitigate violence.  

Catholic Charities’ white paper specifi-
cally details numerous research studies 
showing that violence leaves no aspect 
of a child’s life untouched.  Violence is 
linked to impaired school performance 
and judgment, vulnerability, and high 
risk for substance abuse, victimization, 
and emotional struggles.  Being exposed 
to violence as a stressor has been linked 
to chronic health conditions like heart dis-
ease, cancer, asthma, and stroke. Exposure 
to violence is also tied to mental health 
problems, like post- traumatic stress 
disorder, anxiety, and depression.  Ad-
ditionally, as violence exposure increases, 
young people can become “desensitized” 
and emotionally numb to vicious acts.  

Witnessing or experiencing violence 
has also been linked to future involve-
ment in crime.  Multiple studies have 
found that justice-involved youth have 
experienced significantly higher rates of 
trauma than youth not involved in the 
justice system, with an estimated 70-96% 
of justice-involved youth having experi-
enced at least one traumatic event.   

While these studies are frightening, 
they also provide clear paths for inter-
vention.  Any strategy to combat com-
munity violence must include a plan to 
help children positively cope with their 
experiences, and provide alternatives to 
life on the streets.  And because violence 
breeds in poor communities where there 
is a lack of resources and no hope for the 
future, preventing violence must also go 
hand in hand with strategies to lift people 
out of poverty.  

Catholic Charities’ white paper makes 
numerous recommendations for mitigat-
ing the effects of violence on children, and 
improving the quality of human life in 
desperate areas.  In addition to enhancing 
law enforcement and creating partner-
ships among all community stakeholders, 
an effective anti-violence strategy should 
include greater investments in mental 
and behavioral health services, such as 
trauma-informed therapy, which teaches 
youths and their families strategies for 
coping with negative experiences so 
they do not have a detrimental impact on 
future behavior and health; summer and 
after-school programs that keep youths 
away from violent activities and provide 
positive experiences that broaden their 
perspectives and show another path;  
vocational training, apprenticeships, job 
training, and educational opportunities to 
help youths and adults gain employment 
and break the cycle of intergenerational 
poverty; effective early childhood educa-
tion programs that prepare children for 
success in school and reduce the chances 
for drop-outs; crisis-intervention and 
post-violent response teams that quickly 
foster healthy responses to violent trau-
mas and re-stabilize communities to 
reduce retaliation 

reactions; and restorative justice pro-
grams that strive to change violent pat-
terns in communities.

Taking steps to reduce the impact of 
community violence on children, and 
helping to lift their families out of poverty, 
must be a part of any comprehensive anti-
violence plan.  As we bring specialized 
help to troubled areas, we can begin to 
heal deep-seated wounds and bring the 
hope of peace and a brighter future to our 
brothers and sisters in great need.
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